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PREFACE 
In this dissertation~ I am attempting to accomplish 
two things~ 
lo To classify the presently available knowledge 
of the management process so as to make it 
more readily available to students and prac~ 
titioners in the field of managemento 
2o To provide a mechanism by which the perform= 
ance of one manager can be factually and 
meaningfully c.ompared to that of anothero 
The performance of managers is customarily evaluated 
in terms of the success or failure of the complexus 9 which 
they manageo Thus 9 managers of an industrial concern are 
judged to be successful if the enterprise they manage is 
profitable to its ownerso Political leaders are success= 
ful if their party wins an electiono Labor union offi= 
cials are successful if ~hey win concessions for their 
constituents\: a.nd so ono 
This kind of evaluation 9 on the basis of past perform= 
ance and experience~ is quite generalo It is essentially 
objective~ because only uhe degree of success or failure 
is open to argum.ento It has 9 however 9 a major limitation 
in practiceo This is due to the inherent condition that 
the criterion of suci;ess can be applied only in retrospecto 
Thusj in hiring an industrial manager 9 or in electing an 
individual to office~ one accepts a risk that he will not 
be successfulo The question isj how can this risk be min= 
imized? 
In general~ the problem of minimizing risks is an old 
oneo The ·following example may serve as an illustrationo 
An engineer designs a system to the consumer 0 s specifica-
tionso The system is to be accepted only if it meets these 
specifications in the acceptance testu In designing the 
system~ the engineer draws on his fund of specialized 
knowledge and leans heavily on fundamental laws~ which 
govern the feasibility of his designo His risk of failure 
will be minimized if he is able to match the characteris~ 
tics of his system to the critical requirements contained 
in the specifications.., In the established areas of engi= 
neering 9 the techniques for this procedure are well dev·el= 
oped and~ consequently" the risk of failure is relatively 
lOWo 
In managerial work~ however, the situation is quite 
differento First of all 9 the pedagogical aspects of pro~ 
fessional management education are i.n their infancy 9 and.~ 
secondly~ we haye no systematic and effective means to re= 
late a managerial performance pattern of activities to 
specific requirements of executive or managerial positionso 
In other wordsj there are not~ as yet 9 developed generally 
accepted and conceptually consistent curricula in manage= 
ment education. and there is little factual information on 
how to pick a manager for a specific positiono A reflec= 
tion upon the extent of our knowledge is appropriate at 
this timeo 
In the preface of his Pho Do dissertation 9 Dro Mo Ro 
Lohmann~ Dean of the College of Engineering at the Oklahoma 
State University 9 states that his study was undertaken as 
the result of a challenge by Chester Io Barnardo The chal-
lenge was to the effect that the treatment presented inhis 
book~ The Functions of the Executive~ was iu 000 incomplete 
and unfinished in many respects ooo 00 and that 0000 many 
men and many years would be required to finish or complete 
such a study o o: 
In acknowledging this challenge 9 he statesg 
I hope~ not to complete such a study 9 
but only to advanc.e the knowledge of 
management another s-:ep along the wayo 
Quoting again from the preface of his dissertation~ he ac= 
complished the following three things~ 
1. The construction of useful concepts of organ-
ization and management" 
2o The creation of a vocabulary of words with 
extensional meaningso 
3o The reduction of the complex a::rt of manage= 
men-c to relatively few fundamentals to facL: .. ~ 
itate their applicationa 
In similar fashion~ the present study is mo~ivated by 
the urge to further facilitate the understanding and appli-
cation of the body of knowledge of the management process 9 
which has been accmnu.2.ating over the years" 
This subject matter is complex and extensiveo It ape~ 
pears to be particularly difficult because of the absence 
of a comprehensive classification of the constituent ele= 
ments which 9 in their aggregate~ represent the body of 
knowledgeo 
The conceptual scheme represents a frame of reference 
by which experience can be transformed into knowledgeo A 
good classification system renders available knowledge more 
accessible to those who lack experience 9 and~ at the same 
time 9 it facilitates sysT,ematic study for those who have 
had experience in the sutject matter areao 
These thoughts have prompted an effort to establish a 
classification system .for the management processo As a I'e= 
sult~ the objec~ive of this treatise is to formulate asys= 
tern for the classification o.f activities which are imrobr-
ed in managerial worko The purpose of the classification 9 
which is proposed in this disse~tation 9 is to faciliT.ate 
the study 9 understanding and instruction of the subject 
matter areao 
Any classification postulates the existence and a.Yail-
ability of a body of fa.c~s about those items which are '3o 
be classifiedc 
The reader who is familiar with Dro Lohmann:s work 
will readi~y recognize that the classificationsystem~which 
I am proposing 9 is based on his Conc~t of Organizationa~1 
Management o Also 9 the vo0abulary of "technical terms 9 whi,~h 
he defined, is used freely in this dissertation without 
further explanationo However 9 for the sake of complete-
ness and as a convenience to the reader 9 some of the basic 
and frequently recurring technical terms are redefined in 
the text of this dissertationo 
In order to test the proposed classification~ an ac-
tual case study was performedo The case study involved the 
cooperation of eleven executiveso These men were given 
detailed 9 written instructions on how to keep a record of 
their activitieso They kept such records for a varying 
number of days and supplied a total of forty=one man=days 
of their recorded daily activitieso Upon analysis of these 
reports 9 a total of over 1 9 200 individual activities were 
isolated and all of them were found to be classifiable in 
accordance with the proposed systemo Thus 9 it appeared 
that the classification was possibleo 
The next step involved a test of the usefulness of the 
proposed classification systemo It seemed essential that 
the cri·teria for the ff',raluation of the merits of the clas= 
sification be clearly defined and understoodo After con= 
siderable study 9 it was decided to declare the proposed 
system useful if it provided a vehicle by which managerial 
work patterns could be either predicted or comparedo 
This requirement~ in turn 9 led to the development of 
a quantification of the work patterni which is believed to 
be original and which lends itself to statistical analy= 
siso The quantification is performed with the aid of six 
relationships between defined and observable charac.teris= 
tics of a manager us ac.ti v.i -cy patterno These relationships 
are originally developed in this dissertationo Since they 
represent a hitherto unidentified concept in the analysis 
of managerial work., an original and appropriate designa= 
tion appeared desirable o Acc.ordingly 9 these six relation·~ 
ships have been collectively designated as macroanalytic 
conceptso 
A relatively simple s·catistical treatment. was next 
presented~ which permits the comparison of macroanalytic 
concepts of a group of executiveso This treatment results 
in one of two conclusionso Either the executives do not 
display significant differences with respect to a partic= 
ular macroanalytic c·.oncep't or else they doo If they do 
not 9 a prediction is justified and if they dog a c.omparison 
between them is possible 0 The resultan:; predictions haye 
s-catistical pTobabilities 9 the comparisons are in relative 
terms between executiveso 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The last several decades have witnessed a tantalizing 
search for a theory which would explain the mechanism by 
which human effort is contributing to cooperative systems-
how these systems originate, how they are maintained and 
how they terminate$ 
Many scientists and authors have studied and reported 
on selected topics observed within the area of cooperative 
human cornmunitieso Many independent as well as related 
disciplines have contributed to the sum total of the knowl-
edge of the pattern of behavior of such communitieso It is 
noteworthy,howeverp that the scholars of different disci= 
pltnes have invariably gone their own way in interpreting 
the phenomena 9 which they have observed or postulated 9 and 
applied them to their own respective disciplineso 
The obvious question9 which now presents itself~ is 
whether or not a synthesis of these isolated and in some re= 
spec ts unrelated ideas and,- concepts is possible and., if poa= 
sible, whether it permits and supports a universal tPuth in 
the form of an abstraction to which all known cooperative sys= 
tems can be considered to con.formo 
l 
2 
To datej there is no conclusive evidence~ either in 
the affirmative or in the negative, to arrive at a defi= 
nite conclusiono There are 9 however, hopeful indications 
that such an abstraction is indeed a possibility o To thi.s 
author, it appears to revolve around a concept of 00 initiation 
and perpetuation of organized activity by means of commun= 
ication °00 
In this context~ the activity of communicating is the 
universal truth and the generating element through which 
initiation or perpetuation of organized activity1 is a= 
chieved. 
Projections of the purpose~ based on analyses of the 
subject matter content of specific communications of rec= 
ognized managers in their daily activities, are presented 
in this dissertationo The extent to which this abstraction 
is acceptable to students and practitioners in the field 
should be evaluated in terms of the usefulness of the con= 
cept, rather than in terms of the rigidity of its proofo 
There is ample precedent for such a procedure as the fol= 
lowing examples in the history of science will show~ 
1As defined~ eogo 9 by Co Io Barnard 9 The Functions of 
the Executive (Cambridge~ Massachusetts 9 1951) 9 Po 82~ rrxn. 
organization comes into being when (1) there are persons 
able to communicate with each other~ (?) who are willing to 
contribute actions and (3) to accomplish a common purposeor,~ 
or by Mo Ro Lohmann~! Concept of Orgo.nization and Manage= 
ment (Pho Do dissertation 9 University of Iowa 9 1954) 9 Po 28~ 
"A unit organization comes into being and endures when two 
or more persons~ (1) know and agree upon a prospective re= 
sultant of cooperation (2) recognize incentives that induce 
the contribution of activities and (3) perceive the acts 
needed to achieve the prospective resultant o ~0 
3 
The philosopher, Herb'ert Spencer, suggested a synthetic 
process of evolution from relative simplicity to relative com-
plexity of the universe. His theory postulates an "unknown 
and unknowable power" which underlies all sensible phenomena 
within the universeo He also suggested that in any group of 
organisms, the birth, growth, nutrition, reproduction and 
death of the community were comparable to the same phenomenon 
occurring within the individual. His theory found acceptance 
by some biologists, but was definitely rejected by most so-
cial scientists. Each group felt that it had good reasons 
for its particular viewpointo 
One mayconsider another example from the physical 
sciences dealing with particulate matter at the subatomic 
level. Physicists tell us that although subatomic particles 
might conceivably be arranged in an infinite variety of dif= 
ferent kinds of a toms, actually in nature this variety is 
limited and comprises only atoms of the known elements and 
their isotopes. They add that this is true for any system 
of matter which exhibits quantum phenomenao Thus physical 
laws govern the possibility of coexistence and span of life 
of combinations of particles within atoms o The quantum concept 
was necessary in order to formulate the physical lawo It has 
never been attempted to prove or disprove this concepto It 
was merely considered a tool, useful and indeed necessary in 
order to explain some observed phenomenao There may" howeverj 
come a time when the quantum concept will not adequately sup= 
4 
.•. 
port new or perhaps additional observationso Some physicists 
argue that this point has already been reached. This simply 
means that an artificial model, which was creatively conceived 
as a crutch to the inquiring mind, has outlived its usefulness 
and must be replaced by a new one. 
In considering human systems of cooperation, one is not 
dealing with an a priori problem of causality o One is notJJ 
in most cases, attempting to establish a cause and effect 
relationship of observed phenomena. As a rule 9 one is merely 
trying to understand, relate and predict conditions favoring 
or otherwise affecting the occurrence of the observed phenom-
enono 
As the scientific level of the comprehension increases 9 
there appears to be a corresponding decrease in the merit of 
the a priori causality theoryo Life scientists are increas= 
ingly more concerned with averages and means than they are 
with exact valueso Even the physicist uses a random di"stri= 
bution in deciding which of two or more electrons will next 
be emitted from an unstable atomo 
It is interesting, and pertinent to any study involving 
scientific techniquesj to briefly review the methodology of 
two of the greatest thinkers, Newton and Einsteino 
Newton adopted the scientific method of the Greeks which 
they perfected by geometrical theorieso Euclid and Newton 
started with definitions, axioms and postulateso Howeverp 
the Greeks limited their definitions essentially to geometry 
5 
and with but few exceptions~ the basic postulates ~uggested 
themselves to their reasoning minds through essentially a 
system of symmetryo In physics and mechanics~ the basic 
postulates are obtained from carefully conducted experi-
ments. Newton 1 s views on methodology were expressed by a 
single sentence~ 00 Hypotheses non f ingo DD which means~ I do 
not make hypotheses" What he implied was that a model 9 
mathematical or otherwise 9 was not necessary in order to 
reach scientific conclusions or as a verification of ex-
perimental evidenceo 
Albert Einsteinj on the other handj explained many 
physical concepts by use of a mathematic modelo His theory 
of relativity as a physical concept explains phenomena 
which Newton°s approach does not explaino Einstein°s con= 
cept is based on the fact that all experimental approaches 
are for the sole purpose of measurement~ but in order to 
measure anythingj a D0 platform 10 as he put itj is necessaryo 
The basic motivation of Einstein°s studies was the 
urge to understand the meaning and implication of tests 9 
experiments and their resultso 
A different approach was used in quantum theoryo Here 
obsure principles are forced upon scientists not as the re-
sult of any urge to understand the significance of empir= 
ical facts but merely out of necessity to bring order into 
an otherwise incomprehensible chaos of perplexing observa= 
tionso This is just another case of the model approacho 
6 
Similarly, in analyzing organized human activityJ one is 
confronted with a perplexing array of apparently disconnected 
and unrelated observations concerning the over-all pattern of 
human behavioro If one attempted to construct a model to sym= 
bolize organized activity one would have to be concerned first 
with the isolation of some particular set of observations and 
second with the establishment of limiting relationships to 
which these observations appear to conformo Assuming that 
this can be accomplished satisfactorily for a given set of 
observations, one is at once faced with the question of the 
extent of applicability of a particular model to various sets 
of observations. The experiepce to date suggests that models 
tend to become inadequate as the level of sophistication of 
the observed phenomena increaseso 
The classical methods of physics and mechanics fall short 
of explaining all observed phenomena. The quantum theory ap= 
proach, using a model 9 is useful only to the extent to which 
I 
a particular system can be designed to simulate the problem 
situation. Einstein soon abandoned the model approach in fa.= 
var of analysis by carefully designed experiment. His "exper-
iments" however usually took the form of observations of a hy= 
pothetical situationo 
One may consider, as Einstein did 9 a man inside an enclo= 
sure, comparable to an elevator cage falling at a constant 
acceleration of one "g" within the gravitational field of the 
• ! 
eartho He ·is not aware of his external surroundings and 
attempts to establish his posi ti one In order to do this., he 
releases an objecto It appears to remain poised in mid air. 
In reality it is, of course, falling, along with the eleva-
t;cr and the man, at exa.ctly the same rate in accordance with 
1;rewton 1 s laws of g1'avi ta tion. Since the man in the <:::lc,v.0:-ux 
is not aware of his position in free fall, he views the ap-
;:ar·dui;. absence of' gravity as an indication that he is out,::;ide 
,;,n g:r·Hvi tational field of' the earth, possibly polsed somE>· 
where in empty space. On the basis of his knowledge and exp er-
1 ence, he has good ground.a for' this conclusiono The elev a t,o: 
ha8 actually become an inertial system and there is no way 
f·or' the man inside the cage to tell whether he is falling .i.r1 
8 gravitational field or simply floating in empty space free 
, r' ::xt ernal f' ore es. 
Onemr:.:ct;y next shift the scene, The man is still in the 
slevator, but this time he really is in outer space and not 
1:c.t'fecteci by gravitation of any celestial bodyo His cage 
t,r:::, 01els upwards with c:onstant acceleration of one "g", Agai.n., 
he has no idea where he is and performs experiments to deter= 
mine his situation. This time. he finds that his feet pre32 
solidly against the floor. He releases an object and finds 
f' al ls to the floor. If he tosses it in a horizontal 
direction, it describes a parabolic curve wi-i:h respect to the 
floore Thus, while in reality he is climbing in his windc,w= 
less car through interstellar space, he actually concludes 
that he is situated in quite ordinary circumstances on earth 
and affected in a normal manner by the force of gravityo Under 
the circumstances, his conclusion, while erroneous, is perfect-
ly r,easonable o 
On the basis of imaginary phenomenar such as the ones de-, 
scribed9 Einstein conceived the unifying concept of an iner-
tial. sye, tem :in which gravi ta ticnal effects are includedo 
In contrast to Newton 1 s concept 9 Einsteinls law of grav= 
ita tion e;ontg_ins nothing about a forceo It simply describe:s 
tha behavicr of objects in a gravitational field. The planets, 
fo~ in3tance, are not considered in terms of attracting each 
other,, but simply in terms of the paths they follow o To 
Einstein, gravitation is a part and parcel of inertiao The 
me, ver,1en-:s of the .stars and the planets stern from their i.n= 
he;·.,rn.~ insrtia and the courses they follow are determined 'by 
.... he p:i:cpe!:ties of the space=time continuums Thus 9 the concept 
c;,f g.r9. vi. tat ion:, as unders toad by Eins tein 9 is entirely differ·= 
~:;n t .f ,'om the Newtoni.an po int of view o Newtonian gra vi ta t.1.on. 
:::: :1impl.y a fcre:.e, whereas Einstein 1 s gravitation involves in-
e.rt'.20 
Tris pre: edi ng anal.ys is and examples will serve to de,mcn.- 0 • 
are not "·::1,-c:r-i.a ':.,.:; or te.:.iable in so=..vi.ng a prob:l.em~ What i::o 
,r: :e .. ic "l:..e above examples$ the application of a cJ..assical 
rr8-~:dc:~gy 1n me~hanics prevented and precluded the correct 
a.pp:-:J.i::al and understanding of an existing situation" Thus.I) 
i +: Ls ji: :-.in: ::ly r e:3.s onable to conclude that Newton 1 s 0lass i,~ 
cal approach to mechanics lacks Huniversal truth". Is the 
same statement true for established relationships which gov= 
ern the inter-actions of people in cooperative systems? In 
other words, are the presently recognized cone epts and ab=· 
s tractions useful? If they a::::·e? do they enable one to 
arrive at useful classifications? 
In this dissertation, organizational and managerial 
situations are analyzed within the framework of a concept 
2 developed by Dr. Lohmann. His conceptual scheme is char·~ 
acterized by a juxtaposition of structural and behavioral 
elements of organized human activity. 
The structural component is described as a kinetic soc.,", 
ial entity which is subject to the presence of deJ..ineating 
parameters a It is comparable in many respects to a biologi~, 
cal organism whose existence and survival depend on favor= 
able conditions within the universe in which it existso 
The behavioral components on the other handr is pred= 
i:::.a ted upon c.ondi ti ons which are subj ec ti vely evaluated by 
the individuals who participate in organized activity. 
9 
The juxtaposition of those two elements culminates in the: 
develcpment of a managerial concept. This is acc.omplished. by 
-3.rnalgama. ting the common components of both elements into a. 
system in which the :l.nher:snt l.nstabi.lity of organ.izaticna.:2.. 
activity,, cf acme part:lc.i.f•8.Lts_. is counterbalanced by the 
2M. Ro Lor.unann:- A_ Con::~ of Orggnization and Managemer~t.~ 
(ph. D. Dissertation .• University of Iowa 9 195J+) o 
10 
overt acts of other participantso 
The philosophy underlying the development of this con~ 
ceptual scheme includes the premise that muscular forces 
are the basic ingredient of all organized activity" This 
is equally true for operative* as well as coordinating* 
contributors to unit organizationso* In the case of oper-
ative contributors~ in many cases 9 this is plainly discern= 
ibleo The display of muscular force is obvious in cases 
where physical activities are utilized to bring about 9 e o go 9 
a change in the environmento However 9 in the case of co= 
ordinating contributors~ this muscular activity always 
takes a form appropriate to a particular type of communica-
tiono Another way of expressing this is to say that a man~ 
ager takes action to transmit information to operative c:on~ 
tributors so that they will act as the manager desireso 
The method by which he accomplishes this is invariably a 
c.ommunicationo Specifically 9 it is a communication abo-11t 
a subject mattero According to Dro Lohm.ann'.s concept~ the 
subject matter must: involve one or more of the following 
items~ 
1. Explanation of resultants of cooperationo 
2 o Offers of inc en ti ves to operative c.ontributor,s 0 
3o Explana0ion of activities" 
A major part of this dissertation is devoted to an 
analysis of the daily activities of recognized managerso 
The analysis is based on a frequency distribution of the above 
*For definition 9 see page 26 o.f this disserr,ationo 
11 
three items within tne total activity analyzed. 
Before proceeding further with the analys s of h s con­
cept, it may be well to illustrate some of its ramifications 
by an actual example representing a real situation observed 
in our society. In an interview with Lord Hailablm, Chairman 
of the British Conservative Party, the following conversation 
was reported� 
H 
Q. Lord Hailsham, the Conservative Party.here
uffered a decisive defeat in 1945, but now it has 
jus� won its third straight election. How did you 
manage to make this comeback? 
A. We organized. The fact about this country
is that socialism is not its fundamental creed and, 
therefore, the country wanted and demanded a con­
servatism to take over from the Socialists. They 
wanted an end to nationalization and controls. And 
al- we have done is to think out what that involved 
and then do it. 
We ve brought 1n new men. We've had new personal­
i ie and we ve had the conviction, the enthusiasm 
and the dedication demanded for the task of resist­
ing socialism in this country. J
v e 
e 
sh 
e 
hos 
0 
on o curred in October, 1959, shortly after 
ns in Britain. It is interesting to  analyze 
answe . His first statement, "We organized", 
+hin the frame of reference of this dissertation9
members of the conservative party who were respon= 
he ormu�ation of policy (i.e. coordinating con-
0 - e o zed a need to consciously coordinate the 
a tivities of their party's membership (operative contribu-
Joseph Fromm "How The British Conservatives Did It," 
U. S � & World Report, October 26, 1959, p. 72.
his o t 
ble 
bu· 
1 
s 
1 
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tors)o This recognition 9 followed by the coordination of ac= 
tivities of contributors~ gave birth to the revitalized organ= 
ization. It is implied that prior to this decision a.nd its 
communication~ the organization was either non-existent or 
dormant. This distinction, however~ is of academic rather 
than practical interesto Sincd it appears that the organi-
zation was eminently successful9 as measuned by election re= 
sults 9 it is reasonable to use it to test the criteria which 
are pr.esented by Dr. Lohmann as simultaneous requirements of 
organizational existenceo These are that (1) two or more 
people agree on a common resultantD (2) recognize incentives 
and are induced to action 9 and (3) perceive and contribute 
the needed actso4 
It is interesting to note that a verbatim quotation of 
five consecutive sentences from a political leader should 
lend its elf to pin:poin.t the above three requirements of or= 
ganizat{onal existence. 
Clearly,, the statement with respect to the fundamental 
creed of a nation is a common resultant or objective of the 
citizens. 
Equally clear is the statement of the recognition of 
the incentives in the next sentence and involving the removal 
of economic ~ontrols. In the following sentence 9 Hailsham 
4Mo Ro Lohm.ann's simultaneous condition requirements have 
been usad to graphically represent the development of an organ= 
izs.tion as ~hown on rage 13. 
C 
L 
' 
I 
13 
AN ORGANIZATION IS FORMED WHEN~ 
lo A RANDOM GROUP OF 
PEOPLE 
20 RECOGNIZE INCENTIVES 
AND ARE INDUCED TO 
ACTION 
-I-
,2o AN ORGANIZATION 
120 AGREE ON A COMMON 
RESULTANT 
4o 
=R= 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
R 
PERCEIVE AND CONTRIBUTE 
NEEDED ACTS 
BASED ON~ 
A CONCEPT OF ORGANIZA-
TION AND MANAGEMENT 
Mo Ro LOHMANN» 1954. 
Figure lo The Evolution of an Organization 
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goes on to say in effect that all that was left to do was to 
perceive and contribute the necessary actso He then explains 
the nature of these acts in retrospect. 
Fundamentally.I) a coordinative contributor must have a 
better understanding and greater perception of .the three con= 
ditions which limit organizational activity. This will en= 
able him to assist a marginal ·operative contributor to remain 
in organizationo This assistance is given in the· form of a 
managerial communicationo Since it is intended to perpetuate 
organizational activity.I) or structure.I) it must relate to one 
or more of its necessary elementso Thusl)one recognizes co~-
munications about resultants$ incentives or activitieso 
These will be discussed in more detail in the next chaptero 
Summary 
The mechanism which governs the contribution of human 
effort to cooperative human ventures has been e~plored by 
many s~ientists in relation to distinct areas of specializa= 
tiono 
This dissertation is concerned with an abstraction of a 
ur..iversal truth in the mechanism of the process of orgar..::tzed 
action and its coordinationo The latter is commonly kncwn as 
the process of managi:2g. 
It is suggested that regardless of the specialty concern 
of the investigator or the detailed purpose of a particular 
executive function 9 such an abstraction is possibleo It is a 
.~.5 
known fact that executives are able to understand each other 
with few words when they are discussing problems of organiza= 
tion only if the conversation bears no relation to special= 
ized technologieso5 Also 9 it has been found that conversa= 
tions between executives provide sustained interest and ur ... ~" 
derstanding when concerned about practical problems rather 
than theoretical conceptso In view of this~ the proposed 
abstraction must be specific enough to permit individual ex= 
ecutives to identify practical problem situations wlthin its 
terminologyo 
The abstraction which is proposed in this dissertation 
involves the acceptance of the concept that management is the 
activity of communication about the initiation and perpetu= 
ation of organized activitye 
In accepting a generalization of this sort 9 it is help-
ful to remember ~hat there is never a scientific basis for 
classification. The distribution of parameters for classifi= 
cation is usually a random oneo Similarly 9 models facilitat-
ing the understanding or solution of physica1 problems have 
been used extensively. Tb~2e. too 9 are neither right nor 
wrong,;; they are only helpful in understanding observed phe= 
nomena or solving problem situationso 
Consider, for instance 0 the merit of the binary eompared 
to the decimal system of numberso Prior to the util.i.zation 
5co I. Barnard., Functions of the Ex.ecutive 9 Prefaceo 
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of digital computers~ no one had paid more than passlng at= 
tention to the binary systemo This does not mean that the 
system is wrong or inferior to anotheri it simply means that 
in the accustomed environment of mathematicians~ statisticians 9 
or accountants, 9 it has not been considered useful prior to 
the development of di. gi tal computer techniques o 
Finally9 there is a quasi relativistic effect cperative 
in the realm of human cooperative systemso Frequently, sim= 
.i.lar symptoms are characteristic of di.f.f'erent condi tionso 
Thi.a aspect will be oonsidered in more detail in connection 
with executive communications in Chapter II. The proposed 
abstractionp in order to be useful 9 must provide the prac= 
ti ticner with necessary equ::.pmen t to deal with a problem in 
its entir·ety :in all kinds of different set;tings and not just 
a particular part of the problem or the environmento 
The philosphy underlying the Lohmann concept of organi= 
zation and management was outlined in this chapter a.s a ba.si:s 
for the proposed abstraction.a An actual organi.zational ex"" 
ample .0 taken from the recent political history cf Great 
Britain 0 was used to demonstrate the significant agreement of 
this -r;heoretical concept with realistic and pra.c tical exper= 
ienc e o 
CHAPTER II 
DIVISION AND CLASSIFICATION OF MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES 
The Hypothesis 
In thi.s dissertation a classification of managerial 
activities 1.s proposed" The pTimary :purpose of any clas~ 
sification is to provide a means for systematically organ~ 
izing a body of knowledge" Sin~e. however, there obvious-
ly are many different bases for classification, it is un~ 
avoidable that several systems. all applicable to the same 
subject matter a:!'ea. may Ju.stiftabiy be establJ.shed and 
The hypothesis~ which is present,ed as a basis for -chis 
study~ deals with the justification of the proposed clas= 
sificationc It is presented as !nllows 
The proposed ciass1fication svstem is ra) pas= 
q1·t1e and (·o~ usof·u· 1n ~-he s~udy 
~. : _ _. , - ··.. I ;,, '-·-'- L ~ - _. _,. '-1 .' unde:.rstandi~g 
and ins-cr~1ct.2.on of mar~er~ajwork0 
It will be noted th& 7 i::he hypothes:i.s involves two pa~ 
rame-cers0 The firs~ one ~efers to the possibility of per= 
forming the actual classification and the second is C'.Oncern-
ed with the potent.ial benefits t,o be derived from this par-, 
ticular classificauion, Criteria for the evaluat;ion of 
these parameters are considered in the following section 
of this chaptero 
Criteria for the Acceptance of the Hypothesis 
]8 
There are no known rules of procedure in the method~ 
ology of science which enable one to formulate solutions or 
answers to problems without first considering a suggested 
explanation of the difficulty which originated theinquiryo 
.Such tentative explanations suggest themselves t '.) -t;he 
inquiring mind of an investigator as the result; of pr'::'v.1~ 
ous knowledge and a logical process of thoughto The re= 
sults of such contemplations are formulated in a hypothe= 
siso 
Every hypothesis~ once it i.s formulated~ must be 
tested for its validi.ty" In this dissertation 9 the hypoth,,, 
esis that a proposed classification of managerial activi-
ties is ( a) possible and (b) useful. s· has been made o Thuss 
the classification itself~ rather than facvs surrounding 
managerial activities, .. is the sub,Ject of the hypothesis0 
The function of the hypotb.esLs actually is to direct thE, 
inquiry into the order of fa~~s 
is proposed may represent: an o:.".'der among the fact:s wl'.,_:'...''h 
,·,re :-_nv•Jlved .in managerial activities,. Whe:~;her it actually 
does :-·epresent such an order is the task of the i.nquiry" 
Since'.' however" a classification is dealt with here~ aI1 
amplification of the foregoing statements is nec.essa.ryu 
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It is well known that many classific.ations of the same 
subject matter area are justifi.able o :Formal logic requires 
only that a classification conform to the fol:owing basic 
rules; 
l. The classification must be exhaustivev 
2o The cons-:;ituent classes must be mutually 
exclusive. 
3. The c lassifi.cation must proceed 1:.pon one 
and_ the sa.me pr:incip_._e all stages. 
The p::·inciple is known as the fug2:,~~pti1QI1 
divisioniso 1 
Q ~ 
These :r:ules represent an ideal rather than an ac.tual 
situationo 'There is h.isto:'ic.al evidence that gene.rally 
accepted ,:.lassificatrions have Yiolated one or more; of -:,hese 
r-i.1les i a1:, leas·t remporar::...Iy" F'o::t instance':; in chemis"fjry 
the sub Jee t matter area wa.s ::.lassified tnto elements,, com=, 
pounds anJ reaC-"r;ions" This was obviously a violation of· 
the third ~ule as s~ated abovea The modern classification 
of chennstry :;.s tased ,:,r. pty2ical pr .i.n,:iples as -che ::\w.d~.~ 
mentum d:i visionis, _4_:L.:"30 .. one ::an ne-.rer be sure that a 
classificat:;_o~ i.S exr~aus-::ivs ,)r m·.:ctually exclusive" Any 
newly d1s~overe1 aspe:~ ~fa subJe:~ matter area may ~e-
cessi~ate a revision af ~he 6XlBt1ng :~ass structure. 
Tl~1s_ sc1ent~~1c :lassifi(ation is not as formal a pro~EE2 
as r;he above th:::ee 2,lle=: wou:i.d suggest 0 Ai.so'. by simila.r 
-:::ion 
zr2;:-, 
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reasoning 9 all but dichotomous classifications must be con-
sidered ephemeral in natureu The proposed classification 
of managerial workj as presented in a later section of this 
chapter~ is dichotomous with respect to its two main 
classesu 
The hypothes1.s which has been stated suggests 1,hat 
managerial work can in fact be classified a~cording to the 
proposed system and tLat this system of classification is 
useful for the study, uxlderstanding and insr;ruction of 
managerial workv 
Thus~ the h,ypc>thesis is subject to a~:;c.eptance or re= 
jection in ~wo parts" The criterion of the first part is 
the physical possi.til.i t.y ~ o c.lassi:y ~he activities of 
managers .. T'r:is tn turn 1.nvo l vc s a. b:::eakd own of all of the 
job~,.;.:,,onnect:ed acz:iv1.-cies 11/ni-::-:~, a manager performs and su.b,0 • 
sequent class1f1cation into one and only one of the pro-
posed classes and s,).V :~asses If a complete ~eco~d of a 
managers act1v1:~es is so analyzed and 8lassified. each 
posed class1f~:a:~0n sysLem oi manage~1al work ac~ual~y 
does satisfy ~hese :ond1t1ons. '11he th:.r.J. ru.:i.e 1.s imposed. 
by formal logic and has freque~tly been violated with re~~ 
ative impunity in ~he pas~. :n ~he propased~laesi~ication, 
·""'I" 
Cl. 
however~ it has been observedc. The princ.iple upon which 
classification is accomplished~ i o e o? t,he fundamentum 
divisionis 1 is the immediate purpose of the activityo Thus 9 
the actual classification will proceed on the basis of a 
defined or otherwise adequately delineated purpose for 
which the activity is performeclo 
The second part of the hypothesis involves the util= 
ity of the proposed classificationo It is generally rec-
ognized that various justifiable classifications may d.i.f~ 
fer greatly in their logical and scientific meri~o These 
differences are due to -che fac"t that the various traits 
selected as a basis for classification vary in their ap-
propriateness as CLiteria for organizing existing knowledge 
i.n a particular subje::: t matter areao 
As an examp.l.e s on(: mtght consider a (;.lassification of 
internal combust1.on eng1nes based on their manufactu:::::er ,, 
as opposed to ano~he~ classification based on ~he thermo-
dynamic cycle they •.:..t.1 li Ze ,, e u g c· , Diesel engines having 
essen"tially a const an'S PI'f<3'.:~·:1re '. omb·,.1.stion as opposed ,::o 
Otto cycle enginl:'~o 1,.r1 ~b ~-.heir constant 7,Jlum.e combustion 
characteristi~'. 
Q.1.1tte oby-i_:)us::..y ::he 2-.a~t:er cl.assifiGation is more in~ 
formative and consequ.en-,-ly more appropriat;e as a means cf 
organizing fundamen".' al Knowlsdge about 1.n": ernal combus:.ion 
engineso There is always, however 1 a possibility that yet 
another basis of :: J.assific.a-sion will be conceived and thar: 
this new classifi~ation will be more significant in terms 
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of the nature of the particular objects or phenomena whi.ch 
are to be studied and classifiedo 
Bearing these general limitations in mind" the evalu~ 
ation of criteria for the usefulness of the proposed clas-
sification of managerial activities may now be accomplish= 
edo 
At the present stage of development of managerial 
science and particularly in this study 9 a detailed under-
standing of those phase.s of the management process which 
are independent of the technological environment in which 
they take place is of concerno Thus 9 the utility of the 
classification will depend upon the extent to which it 
supports a generalization of the managerial activity pat-
tern without regard to any particular industry,, branch of 
government or other ir.:.st::.. ·r ·.lGional or technical specializa·= 
tion,, 
Furthermore. it appears increasingly more desirable to 
pre diet the oc c L:.r.~ence or 1" er~; u.rrence of the various ge!1er~ 
alized acctivit;tes iff'J:Jlved ~-n manager1s.l 1,,,rork_ This 1.s 
particularly signif~cant from the pedagogical aspect of 
management" SimilarJy, a ~se!ul classification system 
should provide a mechanism by wh~ch activity patterns of 
different managers ~a~ be compared_ 
I~ should be no:ea. h~wever, ~ha~ the proposed cias~ 
sification system i::self canI1ot include a predictive i!'.e~ 
quency characteristic nor can it irn~lud e a measure of an 
activity pattern0 1-s can onl;y provide a mechanism by which 
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pertinent pieces of information or facts are recognized 
and grouped within the classification order. If cyclic or 
other frequency relationships actually exist within or be= 
tween these facts, they will become apparent in the analy= 
sis of the classified activitiesu 
Thus 1 briefly stated 1 the classification sys~em will 
be useful if it affords a mechanism to predict and compare 
managerial activity patterns" It will be seen later in 
this dissertation that this is actually the case" The 
method which is proposed for the prediction and comparison 
is described in Chapter IIIo It involves a quantification 
of relationships between classes of activities suitable for 
statistical analysis0 
It will be seen in Chapter IV that comparisons of the 
managerial activity pattern are possible if statis~ically 
significant differences exist within the criterion groupu 
The comparison is in terms of a s~atement that ~here is. 
or is noti a significant difference. with respect to a par-
ticular cha::::acterist::i..c between an;y- two or more managers" 
Predic.tions as to the frequency of certain activities 
are also found to be possible for a homogeneous cri~erion 
group - within the limits of sta~istically defined proba= 
bilir1es. 
The Proposed Classification of ~anagerial Work 
In this disserta-cions it is proposed -co classify man-0 " 
agerial work in~o activi~ies which managers normally per~ 
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formo The classification is as follows~ 
A. Managerial Activitieso These are communications 
about~ 
lo Resul-cants 
2o Incentives 
3 o Acts 
Bo Non-Managerial Activi-cies. These are; 
lo Preparatory activities 
2. Operative astivities 
3" Not=Related ac~ivities 
The concept of studying a task by subdividing it into 
its component elements for detailed analysis is well es-
tablished in presentaoday work analysis techniques, It 
originated as the result of efforts -co improve efficiency 
of operations involving manual skills" 
The above classification represents an extension of 
this concept T:O skills or performance patterns which are 
not manual in nature C· The physical as well as t:he sociaJ_ 
environment in wh:.ch a manager f-:.;.nr;tions .is substantially 
different to that which usually surrounds manual \vo:rkersc 
Consequently. there are many differences in the ter:hni.que 
of gnalysis relating to these two essential work areasa 
It is not intended here to compare the analyses which 
apply to each of these ca-r,egories ~ i.t is merely i.ntended 
"to point to the basic similarity of purpose which motivated 
this study a Motion study and other similar te.:hniques havE:· 
been eminently successful in improving work habits and ~he 
,-..r.: 
C.,) 
efficiency of manual workers. It may hopefully be expect-
ed that equally effective techniques will ultimately be 
developed in connection with managerial worko The present 
studyj it is hopedj will provide a frame of reference with-
in which other investigators may successfully accomplish 
this objectiveo 
During the course of a work period~ every manager en~ 
gages in a variety of different activitieso Also, all ac~ 
tivities which are consciously performed must reasonably 
be expected to have a purpose o Whether each or any acti v= 
ity of a manager accomplishes the purpose for which it was 
intendedj is not now important. It is only necessary to 
assume that subjectively purposeful activities of managers 
are the basis for their particular and individual pattern 
of behavioro Thus,, each manager will conduct himself in a 
manner which he considers appropriate to his purpose and 
environmentv 
Furthermorej if the over-all purpose of the manage-
ment process is to initiate and perpetuate· organized activ"" 
i ty ~ then it is equally reasonable to suggest that the in·~ 
dividual purposes of single activities should be consist.en:-
with the over=all objectives., These have already been de= 
fined in terms of -:hree simultaneous existence requirements 
for organizations or unit o:r:-ganizations (iootnote 1 ~ page 2 ,, 
Chapter I) o 
The proposed classification of managerial work is con= 
sistent with this definitiono It involves a trichotomy of 
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the managerial communication function for the following 
three purposes~ 
lo The recognition of the resultants or objectives 
of cooperation. 
2. The offering of adequate incentives to insure a 
sustained willingness for continued cooperation,, 
3. The facilitation of perception or the coordina-
tion of acts to be performed by individuals in 
order to lend effectiveness to the cooperative 
effortu 
All of these purposes can be accomplished only by 
means of communication. The term n communication 10 is used 
in its broadest senseo It may include any activity by 
which one individual .is capable of producing a stimulus fo:;; 
certain actions or purposeful omissions of such actions by 
another individual" This interpretation~ while generaliZ··-
ed, is in essence consistent with a mathefuatical concept 
of communication developed by Shannon and Weaver" 2 
In the following sections of this dissertation. the 
terms 9'operative1! 9..nd ,rcoordinative·· c.ontributor will be used" 
Both of these terms have been fully discussed and are de --
fined in the literature as follows. 
A contributor is a person who supplies ac~s 
(personal physical forces) to a unit organizationo 
2E o C • Shannon and 
Theo~ of Com.municationc 
1949. 
Warren Weaver. The Mathematical 
University of Illinois Press~ 
A person when supplying acts which are coor-
dinated is an operative contributor" 
A person when supplying acts which coordinate 
the acts of the operative contributor is a coor= 
dinative contributoro3 
The above definition of 1 ' contributor 11 involves the 
term 11 unit organiza-cion)':o This is defined as follows: 
A unit organization is a system of con-
sciously coordinated activities of two or more 
personso 
When two or more unit organizations are in a sys-
tern of cooperation~ it is called an organization 
and is defined as follows~ 
An organization is a coordinated system 
of unit 4 organi zai::;i ons ~-
2'! 
The pr,ocess of management involves the coordination of 
ac.ti vi ties of operative contributors and is aecompl:ished ty 
communication about one or more of the topics listed as the 
subclasses of the managerial slass of activi~ieso 
It is therefore convenient -co -:lassify the activities 
of managers dichotomously 1.n1.:o two main classes" The 
first includes all activities. performed by a manager~ 
which require him to communicate wi ,:;h opera ti ,re con-crib·1j_~ 
tors for a particular p1.upose and :;he second main class 
3 ° • l"Io R.a Lohmc>.nrL, 4 Concept of Organization and JVlanage~ 
ment 2 (Pho De dissertation~ University of Iowa~ 1954}~ ppo 
23-240 
4 Ib'd 2, ~~ l O 9 pp. .~=c_ c_ v 
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consists of all activities which are not comrrr:.1.nicatory in 
nature, This latter group may include activi'ties which 
are perf armed by a manager but which are indistinguish-
able from activities performed by operative contributorsc 
(Examples of this are given in Dro Lohmann's dissertation 
on page 124.) Managers, while so engaged 9 are obviously 
not doing managerial work and consequently they are not 
coordinative contributors to their respective organiza-
tions during such periods" Non-managerial work is c.har-
acterized by the absence of the activity of communication. 
It includes work of a preparatory nature~ i. e"i activi-
ties performed for the purpose of preparing to comm.uni= 
cate 9 or activities performed as operative contributor 
either in unit organization with other contributors or 
alone. Finally~ the third subclass of activities in the 
non~managerial group has been labeled : not-related: c, The 
distinguishing fea-cure of activities falling into this 
group is that they are performed primarily for the sake of 
convenience or convention,. Their purpose is independent 
of the objectives from which the organization of the con-
tributor derives the reason for its existence. 
All of the above classification i"tems will be sonsid= 
ered in more detail in subsequent sections of this chaptero 
Analysis of Activities for Classification 
The mechanism by which managerial work may be ana= 
lyzed is based on the classification, Thus~ the fi~st step 
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in the analysis involves the differentiation of managerial 
activities from those which are non-managerialc This step 
is re la ti vely simple" By definition~ a managerial acti vi"-" 
ty is a communicationo It is directed to another person 
or persons~ known as operative contributors. Its purpose 
therefore is 1 in the phraseology of Chapter I~ page 15~ to 
elicit the initial or continued contribution of coordinated 
activities and thereby to perpetuate organized act1 vi ty" 
Since there are three simultaneous requirements for the 
existence of organization~ the managerial communication 
must apply to one of them" Thus~ the subclassification of 
any particular communication can now proceed on the basis 
of its immediate purposeo 
In the following three paragraphs 'j the subclasses of 
managerial activities (A-1. A-2, A-3, page 24) will be con-
sidered separately and in sufficient detail to provide a 
basis for the classification. The reader will observe that 
the order of presentation of managerial subclasses has been 
reversed in the following sections. This has been done ad-
visedly in order to permit chronologically logical inclu.-
sion of the concept of ti1e breakdown of resultants in1,o sub= 
resultants and finally, into communications about acts. 
Communications About Acts :A-3) 
A communication abo1..1t acts is one -dhich. when imple~ 
mented by the communicatee will result in the performance 
of a particular task'/ in a particular manner 9 at a partic:= 
ular time and placeo The immediate purpose of the commu~ 
nication is to convey information in the form of a specif,_ 
ic request~ explanation~ demonstration or similar process~ 
about an activity whieh is to be contributed by the commu-, 
nicateeo Communications about acts are usually made in 
response to hypothetical or actual questions such as the 
following: ''What shall I do? '" 9 ''When shall I do it? 0\ 
IJJWith whom am I to do that?'~ 11 How shall this be done? 
Communications About Inc:entiveso (A~2) 
A communication about an incentive is made for the 
immediate purpose of offering or explaining benefits (or 
conversely burdens) to one or more potential or actual op~ 
erative contributors" Burdens are considered as negative 
incentives 5 and~ for purposes of this analysis: no further 
attention to this differentiation is necessary or useful 
in this connection,, Examples of such communications are 
offers of salary increases explanations of stock option 
plans~ information about fringe benefits 3 threats of de~" 
motion or salary cuts, etc" 
These incentives are tangible and material" There is, 
however, another and more subtle approach by which :in:en-
tives can be offered, It involves non=material and less 
tangible incentives, Usually~ t:his type of communication 
about incentives does not offer or explain a benefit or 
burden but represents such a benefit or burden :in itself o 
Examples are a statement or letter of recognition or rep~" 
3 -, 
-· 
r.imand 9 a congratulatory message upon an appropriate oeca,~ 
sion! flattering or derogatory remarks and other similar 
expressions intended to produce willingness to cooperate 
or offset the lack of it., Communications about incen= 
tives include all communications of a coercive~ persuasive 
or motivational natureo 
Communications About Resul;:ants (A=·l) 
Communications about resultants are those which are 
intended to convey information relating to the objectives 
to be achieved by the organized effort of contributors or 
of the organization to which efforts are being contributedo 
Thus~ most orders and directives~ which are transmitted by 
managers to operative contributors~ fall into this sub~ 
classification. The recipient of this or any other com= 
munication is always an cperative contributor,, or potential 
operative contributor~ at the ~ime when he receives the 
comm::.1nic.ation.. Frequent]_y ,, however, he is required to sub-" 
divide such a comm1..uL:.c at ion and subsequently°' re=communi.cate 
it in several par~s to one 0r more other ~perative con~rit 
utorsc While he is d0::_ng tr:..:._s, he is a ,:cord.i:native c.on,~-
1::::0.ibutor and his comm, .. ;.::i.1::.at.1.on may or may not te aroi.r~ ::::2~ 
suitantso F:::equently, it :.s fo·ind t;hat a r:.omm,.mir:a::ion 
about resultants~ when implemented by a breakdown :::_nto se~,. 
eral re~communications .. :::-esults in communica:-ions a·toi.lt 
ac.tso This is particularly 0rue for the J..ower echelons 
middle managemento At higher levels, com.municat.ions abou-s-
:r:·esultants '..:..sually imply the necessity of subsequent communi,c-.a-
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tions about sub=resultantsv This divisions however~ is not 
significant for purposes of this analysiso Consequently, 
it has not been included in the proposed classification 
systemo 
In analyzing managerial activities, io e~~ communica-
tions about resultantsi incentives or acts for classifica~ 
tion purposes~ it is usually necessary t;o infer the pur·-
pose of the communication_ It is a safe assumption that 
the majority of managers are not themselves aware of the 
trichotomy of "their managerial activities and do not phrase 
their individual communications so as to make them readily 
recognizable as belonging into one of the three subclasseso 
Thus~ an inference of the generalized purpose of a communi-
cat;ion~ in terms of the intention of t;he commu.nicator 9 in 
contrast r.o its effect. on the communicatee .. must always 
precede the classification" This feature tends to make the 
classification a highly skilled task" It requires app~o-
pri.ate preparation, exper:.ence and judgment based on ade 
quate knowledge of the subJect matter area which .-s being 
classifiedo 
The second maJor c~ass :classification B, page 2~~ in~ 
volves activities of managers which are regarded as non-
managerialo The eommon characteristic of activit.ies in 
this group is that their immediate purpose does not inv,::,lve 
the coordination of activities of operat;i ve contributors o 
Thus 9 a manager'.' while engaged in such an activity,, is not 
a coordinative contributor ~o an organizationo As a mat- 0 • 
3.3 
ter of fact, he need not even be in organization while 
performing a non-managerial activityo The first of the 
three subclasses has been labeled ''Preparatory Activities' o 
Preparatory Activities (B=ll 
'l1he immediate purpose of this group of activities .is 
to acquire or to select information from available sources 
for potential and subsequent managerial communicationso 
Thus~ any activity wh.ich is 1.ntended to enable a manager 
to communicate 9 or to communicate more effectively about 
resultants, incentives or acts~ is classified as prepara= 
torya Co I. Barnard describes activities of this kind as 
''Discrimination of the Environment 10 (Function _o_f _t_h_e E_x_e_':~~ 
It is,. however; q\1rce possible that a particular prs= 
paratory activity does not result in a communication or 
that it results in the omiss.i.on of a previously 0on-:em-
plated communicationo If this happens, it is because a 
decision has been made no,.:; to communicate about. the par':i,:> 
ular topic under consideration. Thus" the decision making 
process is another example of a preparatory activi~y. 0th= 
er specific examples are the reading of incoming corre--
spondence. the study of reports which in some ,::ases may, :n 
other cases may nots require a remedial or o~her managerial 
action to be takenj or the preparation of notes for a re~ 
port to be made or a lecture to be giveno In short, any 
personal or thought process or other sui ,:;able condi t.ioni.ng 
for the subsequent commission of a managerial activity is 
classified as a preparatory activityo It also includes 
the selection of a particular channel or medium of commu.~~ 
nication, as well as the mental process involved in formu= 
lating the information and content of the messageo 
It is fairly evident that a manager must give th::.s 
phase of his activities rather detailed attentiono It 
appears 9 however 'j that this is often done without con=-
scious effort and frequently it is done outside the office 
or after regular work hour·so 
Incidentally 9 it seems appropriate at this point to 
recognize a difference of opinion among industrial engi= 
neers with regard to the classification of the decision 
making process as a non~managerial activityo If 1 however 9 
the definition of management as a coordinative function is 
upheld~ then it follows that a decision per se cannot be 
regarded as a managerial activityc Regardless of the ~m-
portance of a decision, unless it is communicated and ac;,ted 
upon 9 it cannot affect the work of the organizationo The 
manager who makes decisions 0 but does not communicate them 
is obviously no"t managing., The qualit;y of the management 
process on the other hand does depend on r,he merit of in~ 
dividual decisions coupled with the mechanism by wh.ich they 
are communicated. Hence~· communication is the sine gu.a n.on 
condition of the management processo 
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Operative Activities (B=2.l 
An individual~ while engaged in an operative activity~ 
is responding to a managerial communication previously 
conveyed to him by a coordinative contributor" He is e;ar-
rying out an activity which represents work of the organ.,, 
ization of which he is a membero He is distinctly not co-
ordinating the efforts of other contributorso 
The concept of a manager performing operative a':.t1·:,:.·· 
ties can further be c .larified by recognizj_ng that each ar,_d 
every manager or executive looks to his superior or to the 
established objectives of the organization for coordination 
of his own activitieso These activities he subsequently 
performs either by coordinating the efforts of others or 
by coordinating his own efforts with those of other opera~ 
tive contributors o In the latter cases he himself ac ... :s as 
an operative contributorc As an examples a manager~ who 
in preference to instructing someone else to perform a par-
ticular job. chooses ~o perform the task himself. is en-
gaged in an operative activity, Thus, in :performing the 
acti.vit:y, the manager 1s discharging a non~,managerial :·,::.n·--
tion which is par~ of the usual work of the organiza~10L 
Not-Related Acti vi ties ,' B~_il 
In the course of a day, a manager performs non~ 
managerial activities which are neither preparatory nor 
operativea These activities are not directly related to 
the effort of the organizationo They include personal a:.> 
ti vi ties performed during the normal course of a work peri,= 
Odo They may be performed with 9 or in the company of oth-
er contributors, or alone. They usually provide personal 
comforti social convenience~ mental relaxation or stimula-
tion. 
Examples of not~rela--ced activit:ies are general read·· 
ing., coffee breaks or the entertainment of visitors at; 
which no business is transacted, writing of personal let-
ters~ or conversations not involving organizational mat.-· 
ters. To the casual observer~ some of these activities 
might appear as a waste of company time o This 1 however s 
is a serious misinterpretation. It is fairly universally 
recognized that. e ., g" ~ an occasional informal bull session 
about last week'. s football game or next week: s goif tourna-
ment adds cohesion and other intangible benefits to e.n. ex~ 
isting organization, 
Similarly. the reading of various weekly news med~a 
or daily newspapers is 1..1.sual office routine for many mari~ 
agers. This activity does not. directly add anything to 
the effort of the organization. Thus~ not=.related ac-;_:;::·7:'.i. 
ties are those non-managerial activities which do not :n~ 
~rolve an element or elements essential for continued ;:;oop-
eration, 'They do j however, provide an atmosphere which .is 
conducive to the ~mproved functioning of the organizationc 
In reporting 9 as well as in classifying activities 5 
there are two features which require particular attention. 
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The first can be described as multipurpose activities,, 
eogo j a manager says., 00 You will be paid time and a half i.f 
you complete these assembly drawings by 5~00 P. 1'1a Satur-
day so that manufacturing can start on 1'1onday 0\ he is c.om-
municating about an incentive and a resultanto The state~ 
ment thus involves two managerial activitieso 
Another example of a multipurpose activity is when a 
manager performs work of the organization and at the same 
time explains the particular activities to a new employeeo 
He is then performing an operative activity and at the same 
time he is also communicating about actso 
The second feature involves the transition of one ac= 
tivity into anotherq eogo ':I prior to the start of a con~ 
ference or meeting 1 pleasantries are often exchanged which 
are not pertinent to the cooperative effort o This obviously 
is a not-related activityo At a certain point. this con-
versation is termina.ted and the conference involving mat~ 
ters related to the cooperative effort startso At this 
point~ the not~related activity stops and another activ1.ty 
starts o 
Another example is when" for instance! general read-
ing - a not-related activity= leads to ideas which are 
immediately developed for application to the cooperative 
effort= a preparatory activityo 
These two features can always be recognized by the 
classifier 9 if the reported or recorded activities show 
sufficient detail to make the appropriate differentiation 
and determinationo 
The Mechanism of Classification and Recording 
of Managerial Activities 
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In order to classify<; record and subsequently ana-
lyze the activities of managers, it is first necessary to 
secure a log of such activities. Several methods might be 
used to obtain this activity log; one of these is de-
scribed in detail in Chapter IVo Then~ starting with the 
first reported activity, it is evaluated in accordance with 
the classification system and the time element or elements 
are entered in the appropriate column of the classification 
scheduleo (See Figure 2o) 
This form was devised as a convenient means to record 
the time distribution of the various activities in accord-
ance with the proposed classification systemo The heading 
of the form provides for the identification of the execu= 
tive~ his position and the industryo The body of the form 
is divided into twelve columns of which only the first n1ne 
are applicable to the classificationc The balance of the 
informational content which is provided in columns lOo 11 
and 12 is intended as a basis for further studies which 
have suggested themselves in the course of the present in~ 
vestigation. These will be outlined at a later and more 
appropriate stage in this developmento 
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CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 
XECUTIVE: 
OSITION: 
NDUSTRY: DATE: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
TEM TIME I'1 I N U T E s C 0 DE 
FROM OR GANI- UNIT OR- TYPE 
o. TO R I A p 0 NR NA ZATIONS GANIZA- OF AC-
TION TIVITY 
1 S A % TOTAL ........ 0% 
Figure 2o Classification Schedule 
Column 1. 
In this column, each activity is assigned a numerical 
designationo Ideally, there will be one item in the clas-
sification schedule corresponding to one item in the activ-
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ity log. In practice, however, due to incomplete report-
ing, it may be necessary to use a breakdown into two or 
more classification items for only one reported activity 
and the time elements associated with each item must be 
estimated. In such cases, inference, based on experience 
and judgment, is necessary. This is always the case if, 
e.g., a multipurpose activity is reported on the activity 
log as a single activityo 
Column 2o 
This column refers to the time interval during which 
each activity takes place. This interval is stated by two 
vertically placed hour and minute notationso The upper 
figure represents the start of the activity whose number 
appears on the next lower row in the items column (column 
l)o The hour and minute notation (of column 2) in the same 
row as the item number represents the time of termination 
of the corresponding activity. As an example, in illustra-
tion 3 below, activity number 1 starts at 8:40 and termi-
nates at 8:500 Similarly, activity 4 starts at 8:57 and 
terminates at 9:01. 
Column lo Column 2. 
8:40 
1 8:50 
2 8:53 
3 8:57 
4 9:01 
Figure 3. Time Entries 
4-1 
This notation insures continuity because each time 
element reported represents both the beginning of one ac-
tivity and simultaneously it also represents the time of 
termination of the activity immediately preceding ito If~ 
for any reason, time gaps of not-reported activities do 
appear, their duration is shown in the 09 not-available ' 0 
column, number 9o 
Columns 3 to 8 inclusive, are labeled Rj I~ A 1 P~ 0 
and NR respectivelyo They refer to the classification 
system of activitieso The first three are managerial ac-
tivities, i.e., communications about resultants, incen~ 
tives or acts, and the last three are non-managerial activ-
ities which have been designated as preparatory 1 operative 
or not-related. 
Column 9. 
It has already been stated that this column is used 
for the accounting of time for which insufficient or no in= 
formation for classification purposes is available. Ide= 
ally~ this column will not be usedc In practice however 
there are instances when, in reporting his activities 1 a 
manager omits to keep track of his time for a part of the 
day, and, consequently~ there is not enough informationfor 
continuous classification of all of his activitiesu In 
other instances; an individual may choose not to disclose 
the nature of some of his activitieso There appear to be 
valid, even though subjective reasons, for such non= 
disclosures. For such cases; column 9 is provided to 
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eliminate the possibility of discontinuity of the classifi·-
cation scheduleo 
Columns 10 and 11. 
ThBse are not directly pertinent to the proposed 
classification systemo The information recorded is in 
coded form and refers to the organization (column 10) and-
unit organization (column 11) to which the particular ac-
tivity is being contributedo In this case, the code let-
ter 90 a 11 is always taken to refer to the employer 1 s organi= 
zationo Letters b, c, d 1 etco~ apply to other organiza-
tions to which the individual manager from time to time 
contributes his activitieso These might include socials 
fraternal~ professional~ political 3 religious or civic or-
ganizationsias well as his own family. A convenient sum-
mary of organizations can be prepared in tabular form as 
shown in Figure 4o 
Code 
a 
b 
C 
d 
e 
Organization 
ABC Manufacturing Coo - Employer 
Hill City Rotary Club 
Presbyterian Church 
Hill City School Board 
Boy Scouts of America 
Figure 4. List of Organizations 
In column 11 ~ reference is made to the unit organiza-, 
tion in which the activity is performed. As a rule 1 this 
will apply to individuals singly or in relatively small 
groups, such as committees 1 boards 1 departments or other 
similar agencieso 
For convenience~ these are again coded in the classi"-
fication scheduleo The coding symbols used are numbered 
1~ 2j 3 1 voo etco A list of unit organizations can also 
be helpful and a suggested form is shown in Figure 5o 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Unit Organization 
Miss Smith - Secretary - Subordinate 
Mr. McWilliams - President - Superior 
Mru Jones - Production Manager - Subordinate 
Mr. Brown - Customer 1 s Attorney 
Mr. Robinson~ Supplier 1 s Salesman 
Mr. Berry - Internal Revenue Service Agent 
Mru Winter -, Program Chairmani Lion's Club 
Mr. 0 1 Tool - Vice President, Financial - Not 
Subordinate 
Figure 5. List of Unit Organizations 
The list of unit organizations includes~ in applica-
ble instances~ a reference to the relative organizational 
rank. This is expressed as n subordinate 18 or" superior'r to 
the individual whose activities are being classified. In 
the case of the customervs attorney (code item 4) 9 or 
supplier's salesman(code item 5) or Internal Revenue Serv-
ice agent (code item 6), the designation of superior or 
subordinate obviously does not apply. The previously pro-
posed designation of coordinative or operative contributor 
is, however, generally applicable because it is independent 
of organizational rank. The determination of this designa-
tion is inherently included in the classification schedule 
of activities. 
Frequently, unit organizations are composed of more 
than two peopleo whenever this is the case 9 it should be 
so recorded by a multiple entry in column 11 of the clas-
sification schedule or in the list of unit organizations 
by a single code number for a specified group of peopleo 
Column 12. 
This column is used to designate the type or kind of 
activity involved. The information contained in this col-
umn is not directly associated with the classification 
system. It does, however, permit an insight into the meth-
od by which the various classified activities are performed. 
The symbols used are as follows~ 
TC Telephone conversation 
PC 
mm -
RwM -
Personal conversation 
Originating written material 
Reading written material 
GR General reading 
TR Local transportation 
TO Time out (off the job) 
MT Manual task 
PER = Personal activities 
IPF - Inspection of physical facilities 
This listing of descriptions of the type or kind of 
activities does not purport to be exhaustive. It was 9
however 9 found to be adequate to describe all activities 
reported and analyzed in Chapter IVo
Summary 
In this chapter� the proposed classification system 
was formulated and the mechanics of classification of mana­
gerial work was outl:Lnedo A b.ypothesis relating to the 
merit of the proposed classification was made and criteria 
for its evaluation have been delineatedo In the next �hap= 
ter, a method of analysis of classified activities will be 
suggestedo 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF CLASSIFIED ACTIVITIES 
In the hypothesis� it was stated, among other things j
that the proposed classification system permits the com­
parison and prediction of the behavior pattern of managerso 
Comparison of Managerial Behavior Patterns 
It has previously been shown in Chapter II that a 
managerial behavior pattern consists of a distribution of 
various activities" In order to compare two or more pat­
terns 9 it thus follows that the distribution of activities, 
which constitute the pattern 9 must be expressed in a way 
which lends itself to rational comparisono At the present 
time, no such mechanism is available" Hence 9 the first 
step of comparison involves the establishment of such a 
mechanism. 
In contrast to this 9 physical sciences provide excel·­
lent means for the comparison of identifiable characteris� 
tics. Thus, a statement to the effect that an object 
weighs 3,000 pounds, is 20 feet long and moves with a ve� 
locity of 50 miles per hour on a slope of 'Z1fa is meaningful 
only because the various measures of weight� length 9 speed� 
and slope have previously been defined and accepted as a 
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basis of comparison of the characteristics they describe. 
Thusj the process of measurement is an absolute value com~ 
parisono 
Another method applies for comparing two or more ob~ 
jects with each other directlyo It utilizes only those 
characteristics of the objects to be compared which are 
significant in terms of representing a variation between 
the objects" Thus~ one might compare two or more objects 
of different weight and different lengths moving at vary-· 
ing speeds on different slopeso The statement of compari~ 
son then would involve only relative values such as heavi·-
er 9 longer or shorterj faster or slower and more or less 
inclination. The actual difference in each characteristic 
can again be expressed in quantitative termso This quan-
tification~ however 9 is theoretically independent of an 
absolute scale. The statement that one car is twice as 
heavy or half as long as ano-cher is self-explanatory and 
independent of any standard value, By contrast 9 this is a 
relative value comparison. 
Before proceeding further wi-ch the comparison of man= 
agerial activities 9 one more analogy from mechanics ap-
pears desirable. Two or more mechanical characteristics 
of an object may be combined according to certain funda= 
mental laws to yield resultant effectso In the example 
given, an object of 3,000 lbso was moving at 50 m.poho 
This represents a momentum of; 
3_000 
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If the momentum of a moving body were to be consider·~" 
ed as the basis of comparison 9 it must be remembered that 
an infinite number of different combinations of weight and 
constant velocity 1 all within a constant gravitational 
field~ will give the same momentumo Similarly~ the same 
acceleration of a body can be obtained by an infinite num-
ber of combinations of force and masso 
In comparing managerial activities on the basis of the 
proposed classification~ a number of characteristics have 
suggested themselveso These, in an extended sense, are 
analogous to the concepts of weight 5 size~ velocity, etco 
The analysis also provides a means for quantifying these 
characteristics and thus a relative value comparison is 
possible c Also~ combinai::;ions of two or more characteris-· 
tics may yield effects wb.ich have 9 however~ not been in-
cluded in this studyo Following the analogy of mechanics, 
it is furthermore quite possible i::;hat a variety of differ-
ent characteristics may combine to give identical effectso 
Prediction of a Managerial Behavior Pattern 
Prediction of a managerial behavior pattern is possi-
ble for a homogeLeous group of managers and is based on 
statistical concepts of probabilityo Using again the pre-
vious example~ assume ths.i:: the weight of a large number of 
automobiles is establishedo It is found that they vary 
from 1 9 000 lbs" to 5,000 lbs. and that the mean weight i.s 
3 9 000 lbs o Using the stati sti.:al concept o.f the ,,it 10 d.is-
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tribution~ it is possible to establish a confidence inter~ 
val on the meano Let it be assumed that the 95% confidence 
interval on the mean was found to be~ 500 lbso This then 
means that upon repeated sampling of the universe of auto~ 
mobiles~ 95 out of 100 sample averages will be contained 
in the interval between 2,500 and 3 9 500 lbso 
The statistical analysis leading to prediction of the 
managerial behavior pattern is based on this type of anal~ 
ysis and includes some refinements involving only an anal= 
ysis of variance and Duncan's Multiple Range Analysiso 
Microanalysis of Activities 
The analysis of activities can be carried out with 
variable degrees of precisiono Just as a distance can be 
measured to the neares~ mile, or foot or inch or thousandth 
of an in~h, so activities can be broken down into fundamen-
tal components of varying sizeo The purpose of the meas= 
urement will usually suggest the ex~ent of the desirable 
accuracy o Consider,, as an examples a hypothetical comrer~ 
sation between the President of the ABC Manufacturing Com-
pany and his se~retaryc 
:a_:. Fresiden+:: · i:rhss 3rnith~ I am leaving for 
Pittsburgh 1n the morning and will be out 
of the offi2.e for the next t:hree dayso You 
will have to reschedule :my appointrnentso i; 
(b) Secreta:cy; o, You have an appointment tomor= 
row at 11;00 A. Mo with Mr. Jones of X Com-
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pany on the Uptown plant purchase o '' 
(c) President~ ' 0 Ask Mro Jamison to talk to him 
and see that he has the correspondence file o \lo 
(d) Secretary~ 00 I'1ro Jamison is not expected back 
until tomorrow noono He was delayed in 
Phi lade lphi a o '!O 
(e) President: 00 In that case 9 call I'1ro Jones and 
postpone the appointment to suit I'1ro Jamisono 11 
(f) Secretary~ 11 Then there is the policy commit-
tee meeting on Friday 9 etc o ~ etc o 9 o o u 01 
Microanalysis of this conversation would yield the follow~ 
ing classification of activities~ 
(a) Communication about a resultanto 
(b) Communication abo1.::.t an acto 
(c) Communication about a resultanto 
(d! Communication about a resultantu 
(e) Communication about a resultanto 
(_f) Communication about an acto 
In microanalys~s~ each part of the conve::'.:'sation is 
considered as a separate activityo The duration of each 
activity is only a few seconds and the value of this a~cu-
racy :'..:n the breakdown, for purposes of analyzing a manage-~ 
rial behavior patterE, is ques-t;ionable o 
Macroanalysis of Activities 
On a larger scale,. which, in this dissertation is 
originally designated as macroanalysis~ the entire conversa-
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tion would be classified as a managerial communication 
about resultants from the president with the secretary act~ 
ing as an operative contributoro This is obviously more 
meaningful for purposes of the present analysiso 
Macroanalytic Concepts 
The analysis of the classification schedule provides 
the means for evaluating several concepts which may in turn 
be used for the purpose of comparing and predicting the 
managerial work patterno These concepts have been isolate~ 
ed and a terminology is suggested in the following pas-
sages of this section~ 
l, The Time~ Activity Ratio (TAR) 
This concept is a characteristic of the 
mean duration of activitieso It may be con= 
sidered a measure of the dispersion (or scat-
ter) of the over-all activity pattern (i. e. 9 
managerial and noUc-managerial)o It is ex~ 
pressed 1.n minutes per activity and can be 
computed from the classification schedu:e di-
rec~ly. The time=activity ratio is defined as 
the ratio between total reported work time in 
minutes and the total number of activities per-
formed. It can be evaluated on any convenient 
time basis~ either daily, weekly~ or other ba~ 
siso Obviously 3 the higher the level of dis~ 
persion of activities in any selected time in= 
terval 1 the lower will be the numerical 
value of TARo 
The time=activity ratio has been pro= 
posed as an indicator of a particular phase 
of the managerial performance patterno 
Specifically~ it is proposed as a measure 
of dispersion of activitieso What then is 
the significance of such a measure? 
Quite obviously~ a manager~ in the 
course of a day 0 s work~ performs a variable 
number of separate and distinct activitieso 
Neglecting differences in ~he duration of a 
normal workday 9 it follows that the larger 
the number of separate activities~ the short= 
er will be the time duration of each individ-
ual activity and the dispersion of activities 
will be greatero This involves a more fre= 
quent transfer of the manager 0 s attention from 
one activity to the n~xt oneo Each such 
transfer requires the expenditure of mental 
effort in addition to that required for the 
performance of the activity itselfo Thus 9 
the greater the dispersionj the greater will 
be the demand on ~he mental capacity of the 
manager0 
In an extended sense 9 this is analogous 
to the span of control which in classical 
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management science was developed as a 
means to limit delegation and supervi-
sion to realistic levelso While the 
span of control has been optimized em= 
pirically1 ~ it is premature to attempt 
more than a quantification of the time~ 
activity ratio at this time. When and 
if an optimization of the TAR is possi,-
ble~ however 1 it will be more meaning= 
ful than the span o.f control which in= 
volves only the number of actual com= 
munication centers directly subordi~ 
nate to the individual manager and does 
not take lL.t,o consideration either the 
frequency of contact or other activi= 
t.ie s which do not involve these sub or-
~hnate commmncation c.enterso 
The formal span of control which 
appears on o~gan2zation charts is easily 
determined for. any manager who is in,= 
true\ span of control of an individual 
manager may soincide with ~hat which is 
1Ernest 
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however~ it does not coincide" If it does 
not coincide, it can either be greater or 
less than charted and this is often recog-
nized informally by the other contributors to 
his unit organizationo The individual him-
self is frequently not aware of any varia-
tion between his actual and charted span of 
controlo This is particularly true if the 
actual is less than the charted spano 
The time=ac~ivity ratio is quantified 
on the basis of an actually observed pat-
tern of behavioro Hencej its determination 
is more tedious. It is, however, more 
inclusive than the span of control and is 
an over-all measure of the dispersion of a 
manager 1 s daily activitieso 
2a The Mean Communication Ratio (NCR) 
This concept represents the density of 
~he managerial performance pattern" It is 
expressed as a percentage of timeo It is 
defined as the ratio of time spent in man~ 
agerial activities (io e", communication 
about resultants, i_ncentives and acts) and 
the total work tlmeo 
Here again 9 the mean communication 
ratio can be expressed on any convenient 
time basis0 :tis self evident that in 
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c.omparing ratios between different indi-
viduals5 the time bases must be consistent-
ly chosena A value of 100% MCR (Mean Com-
munication Ratio) implies that in these-
lected period of time~ the manager has 
performed exclusively managerial activi-
ties (io eo ~ communications about result-
antS3 incentives and acts)o Similarly 9 
zero% MCR means that the manager has per-
formed no managerial activities at allo 
It has been stated in Chapter I (page 
3) that the process of management involves 
the initiation and perpetuation of organ= 
ized act;ivity ·by means of communication" 
Thus,, the density of a managerial behavior 
pattern is propo~tional to the extent to 
which he communicates o 'I'he mean communica"-
tion ratio yields a quantification of such 
a patterno Vianagers with high MCRs spend 
proportionately more time in purely mana-
gerial activities than managers with low 
MCRso 
It is reasonable to expect that on the 
basis of experience and observation 9 this 
value may 9 at some time in the futures be 
optimizedo Qui't:e obviously 9 such an opti= 
mization will be contingent on several fac-
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tors relating to particular managerial environ-
ments. As an example~ one would logically ex-
pect a lower MCR for a working foreman than for 
a company president. 
Other factors would include the extent of 
preparation or other conditioning necessary 
prior to comrnunicationo It is again emphasiz-
ed that preparatory activities are not manage-
rial activities because they are not communi-
catory by nature o 1I'hus ~ managers of organiza-
tions involving many specialized activities~ 
which require large amounts of time for prep-
aration and which utilize highly motivated and 
well qualified individuals as operative con= 
tr.ibutors ~ would gene rally have low MCRo 
Th8 classification of communications in-
to those about ~esultants 1 incentives and acts 
logically leads into a corresponding breakdown 
of the I1CR into the R '\ · I : and ,, A" ratios as 
is discussed belOWo 
3o The 1;R: Ratio 
This =-s a measure of -:::he relative empha~ 
sis on communications about resultants. It is 
expressed as a percentage of time" It is de~ 
fined as the ratio of time spent in cornmugica::_ 
tions about resultants and the total time 
spent in manageri~l activitieso 
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LL The "'I 'Ratio 
This is a measure of the relative em-· 
phasis on communications about incentiveso 
It is expressed as a percentage of timeo 
It is defined as the ratio of time spent in 
communications about incentives and the to~ 
tal time spent in managerial activitieso 
This is a measure of the relative em-
phasis on communications about acts. It is 
expressed as percentage of time. It i~ de-
fined as the ratio of time spent in comm.uni-
cations about acts and total time spent in 
The a.bove t:bree ratios are measures of 
the emphasis which manage~s place on each of 
the thTee '.:;lasses of commu.nicat::i.onu 
In general~ one might expect a high ' R ' 
. ~ / - 1 - h ratio·~~, e~, pro0oort_;ionate y heavy emp asi:3 
on communications about resultants) in cases 
where organ::. 1.ed ac ri vi ty is to be :::_ni tiated 
( ra-cher than perpe":"G.at ed ', o:::- 1'1here a partial 
o~ total reorienta~ion of organizational ob= 
jectives is ln progress. 
'.'
1 I·.· ratios are a measure of the extent 
of comm~nications deemed necessary to produce 
will::ngness to contribute acts t:oward a unit 
organizationo Thus~ the :' I ,i ratio (:i o e o 9 
relative emphasis on conununications about 
incentives) can be expected to be high for 
managers dealing with low paid or initially 
poorly motivated contributorso Also~ com-
munications abow: non-material incentives 
are more time consuming than those dealing 
with material incentiveso Thus, the ac-
tivity pattern of managers who are frequent= 
ly compelled to dispense non-tangible incen-· 
tives would tend to show eomparatively high 
001 °1 ratios o 
~te 11 I't 1 ::.~atio measures the emphasis 
wbich a manager, t.y v.:.r"':ue of his communica= 
~ions~ bestows on the perception of necessary 
acts v 2:t is wsll. known that an organization 
can continue to exist only if appropriately 
specialized acts continue to be contribu~edu 
No amount of enthusia:~;m for the organization 
can replace the knowledge or perception of 
these ac·ts" 'Thus, the A : ratio is an incli-
,:,ator of t~~s amount of e:omrnunication directed 
toward detailE. of' executionc It appears rea~ 
sonable to expec.t -shat lower echelons of man= 
agement will have higher '11 A i.o ratios than high 
echelons., ..Lr is equally probable that t:he -:::e-= 
verse is true for the "R '.c rat:io o 
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60 The Mean Communication Feriod ::"lCP) 
This is a measure of the average dura-
tion of communications. It is expressed in 
minutes per communication and is defined as 
the ratio 9f total time in managerial activ-
ities ,(iv ~...::.....L_commupJ_ca::;ion about resultan~s-~ 
incentives and ac-,tsJ and the total number of 
communications perform8d in the corresponding 
time intervalo Here again" the MCP can be 
referred to a daily. weekly or any other con-
venient basis of obse~vation" The only re-
quirement is that, for comparison purposes, 
consistency in the observational time basis 
must be pra~t1cedc 
I"lanage.r':'. are u.sually at liberty to use 
their own judgrcent l:'."'1. seL::cting channels or 
media of ,.:..nm:;;unir_ a ti on ~·Ji th operative con~ 
tributors. ~hey &~e also free to use their 
own preferr~d styl8 of expression in both 
oral and wr-L tten c orrm1Jntc.at:i ons" with the 
excep~ion a~ passib:y some military type or-
gani zat]_onc;" man.as-:, ,'i al c OIIlffiu.nica ti ons are 
not s~andardized, 
In view of th~s. it appears desirable 
to esc:ablish a criterion by which ·C:he va:r"i~ 
a-cion o±:· s-:.yle o±· communication can be rec:-
ognizedc Se~eral such criteria might be sug-
5g 
ges'ced. In this study~ it was decided to 
use the average duration of communica~ion 
as the distinguishing characteristic o 1I1hus ,, 
an individual who tends to have low MCPs is 
likely -co be concise in his communications. 
In applyJnb tbJ_ or any ot r macro-
analytic conc.ept ,, 1-i-; must be remembered thay_; 
thBy represent mean values over a given pe-
ri.od of timeo 
The above six macroanaly~i~ concepts have actually 
been used as a basis .f :)r c ornpari son and./ or prediction of 
managerial work pat,,e:>rns,, Rc=c::::;c1lts of this analysis~ +_;t.ei::r-
use and interpretation ar~ given in Chapter IVo 
~n some rQsP~ i~ may appear ~ha~ other or additional 
concepts for e-aLua~1ng par~1cular chara:~e~isti~s would 
be def.5L".'able, rnw pTe·sen\aTion. of the above six concepi:s 
is not intended to prb:l'..Jls ::L1e developmern; of additiona.: 
coni::epts- Rather. this analysis shou:d te considered as 
an approach 1:,0 th8 s:ys-i-,ema~ i,: .':""'::J.'.::l.; nf managerial worko 
For in3tance, many a manager is required to divide his time 
and effort among severa~ organ~zations !airly regularly~ 
If this is the case and if it is further suspected tha~ 
this has an effect on the work pattern. it would appear de-
sirable t,O quantify t,his as a manage~ial proliferation ei-
fecto 
Columns :o and 11 of the ,:.lassification schedule lend 
themselves to the evaluation of a: Relative Proliferation 
6J. 
Coe ff ic:ient >\ This is ano-cher ne1.,v concept which,, howe,rer, 
has not been included in the study reported in Chapter IV. 
but which may be significant in other investigations,, ~1:le 
relative proliferation coefficient (RPG) has been defined 
by the author as follows: 
RPC _ Num9er of Unlt Organizations -...- -~ 1 
~ Number of :Uni-:: 0rganizations ~ Organizations) 
The RPC is a measure of the range of influence which 
a manager exercises who regularly ~ontributes activities~ 
as a coordinative contr~tu~o~ to several organizationso 
The effect of contributing activities to two or more or-
ganizations in coordinative capac1~ies may actually he two-
fold. namely~ inter~rganizational and intracrganizationa~. 
It would appear that prolife7a~ion wi~h respect ~o organi~ 
zatio:1s w.t:l.l 2.ncrea::,e interorgarL,.zatJ onal 1:!J!'luence #2. the 
out necessarily aff~c~~ :.nt:rao::cgan.2. zst;j_onal influence t 1:) 
any significant extent The la~ter app~a~s to be associaT-
ed wit:h the nurnber c':.' :in.1+: organ:iza~_~Lc,ns vnthin each o.rgan-
ization as well as with ctbcc tacta=s 
The above equat;ion t.s sa:381 or;. eon average ntunber of 
unit organizat.ion3 wi::}::,_;_n ":>"L.l1 oi ·c:n(" organizations,.,. _ _, 
which managerial activi:ies a~e contribute~. 'Ihu.s _ it doe:2 
not differen~iate be:w~en ~he individual who contributes :o 
a total of say four org2.,111-z:ations with ·::::wenty c..nit organi-
zations in each I . \, l' eve eighty unit o:rganizations) and an~ 
other~ who also contributes t;O four organizations withy 
however,, seventy~ seven ·,:i.n::. t o.:: ganiza ti ons in one of them 
~nd one in each of the other ~hree organizationso 
Another way to express 0his relationship is to say 
that the relative proliferation coefficient is a function 
of the ratio between the total number of unit organizations 
to which managerial activities are contributed and the num"~ 
ber of organizations to which they pertaino This ratio is 
:iesignated as the_Uo Oo Hatioo_ The relative proliieratLm ..
:::oefficients fo::: U o Oo r.atJ .. ::-.:s from 2. ,;o 20 tave been com.~ 
)Uted and are given below in F1.gure 6 o 
RPC 
---------
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Figure 6" Table of Relative Proliferation Coeffic~ents 
As an example: Managers'.' 1,rho regularly contribute 
managerial activities to two 9 three or four organizations 
with a total of ten unit organizations would have RPCs o! 
0025 9 Oa43, Oo67 respectivelyo If twenty unit organiza-
tions are involved~ the ~orr·esponding RPCs would be Oa.lL 
Ool8~ Oo25 res1Jectivelyu 'This .imp.lies -;:;hat a manager·;f:, 
range of inte:r·organization influence increases as he con~ 
tributes t;O more and more organizations (in a manageria".t. 
capacity) and that it decreases as the to-i:;al number of un: -:~ 
organizations increases~ while? in each case 9 other condi-
tions remain constant. 
This statement is readily substantiated by reduct.ion 
of the RFC equation 6 .. ' .l.. j ':.iO the following form: 
RPC 1 -··-------
:[ 
- - 1 
':7 
J 
whe:re ~· 
From the nattLT e of ~ condi:ions previously dis-
cussed, it follows that: 
heri.C6 
\, 1 
and the PTC :is always posi:::ive0 
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Hence 9 if x (i o e., 5 m:..:m.ber of un:i: organi zat.i ons ! .1.n~ 
d ~o creases an y i"l" e c ~- number of organizations'.; remains cofr 
stant~ the RPG decreaseso Similarly, if y increases and x 
remains constant~ the I?.PC w::11 incr0 ease o 
It has been sta~ed tha~ t;he RFC is primarily a measure 
of interorganizati onal rather than i nllraorgani zational in·-
fluenceo In other words~ it will measure t;he effect of 
changes in the number of o:rganiz.ai::;ions., rather than 'J.nit 
organizations~ :o which a manager contributes coord1nat1~g 
actiVl tH~So On a purely ~heo~etical basis 9 this s~atemen· 
is not substantiated by ~be above equationo In practices 
however 5 i.t must be recogrci zed that the number of unit or~ 
ganizaticr.s; is subs-::a:::rrJ_all;y :.arge~ t:han ::he number of "J::·-~ 
gani zat ion3 -~ .x: )'; J a.nrJ ·oo thT ,us t be _ ... nteger numbers o 
Thus, a .hange = ~ ~! q_\:tEJ.lJ"' 1 -~-:r vJ:_ }_J._ ha1,re a greater e.f fet_:t 
on the ratio of x c,v-er y <nan an squal numeric:,al change, of 
'l1hus" for' pra: ,::ical purposes., changes in the number 0£ 
relative prolifera~ion coef~icient than 2qual changes in 
S· ... m.mary 
veloped and definedc ~~ese Goncepts serve as a basis for 
quantify~ng the managerial work pattern" The mechanism 
for evaL1ai:::ing ::;hese : oncep: .s ,::,:Llfilerically has also been 
presentedo A s~a~istical treatment of quantified concepts 
suitable for prediction and/or comparison :purposes was 
briefly mentionedo 
In the following chapter" an actual research study i.s 
reported" It includes examples of an activity log,, a ,::;.:,_as-· 
sification schedule, quantification of rnacroanalytic e:on 
cepts and finally a detailed d..es::ription of the s-catistirn.:l 
treatment o 
CHAPTER IV 
A CASE STUDY 
In order' to test the feasibility cf the proposed clas~ 
sification system and the notentiR.l value of the But.sequent 
analysis~ a complete classification and analysis was ae= 
tually performedo 
For this purpose~ a criterion group had to be select-
ed" This group consisted_ of eleven successful executiveso 
If a scale of success and failure were to be applied, the 
eleven individuals would all be fairly close ~o the right~ 
hand side of tl12 .scale of F _gure r, This is approxima~ely 
represented by the shaded areao 
7/l/!l/7 
() 
F~g\rre ?. ?erformance s~ale 
The criterion group was homogeneous in the sense that 
a •l 
_L~ members had achieved status in thei~ respective organ-
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.izationso They had all been promoted to �heir present o! 
fices from positions of lesser responsibility i ie eos �hey 
enjoyed the recognition of superior accomplishment and 
competenceo None of them own a controlling interest in 
their respective companies� nor are any of them known to 
be related by blood or marriage to such an interest holder. 
These eleven people were contacted and asked for their 
cooperation .in this study, 'I'hey were asked in particular 
to keep a record ot their activities Jor ar least t.hree 
daysu The instructions to them are reproduced in the ltp� 
pendix on pages 12a to l27 o
In this way,, a to-cal of 41 man-days of recorde1i a,: -
Livities was obtained. t�taling 1�236 separate activities 
by these c:leven exe:.n-i--.17e:c::_ 
The activity records we�2 solicited on the basi3 tha� 
individuals as well as companies would remain anonymous. 
Conseque;-::-,ly. it 1.s nc-::: J'es_sible to _present t)1e activity 
records in �hei� original form. However. in order to pre-
sent an example of s�ch a record and to show the subse-
quent �lassifica:ion. an activi :og for one day of an 
o�herwise unidenTified exec�tive is presented in the Ap�
i-.\.L'_ refeI·ence to company names 
has been deleterr 1� tnld sample reproCuction" 1n all .::i-
original f o:rm o 
The c lassific.ation sclle,:iule presented in the Appendix� 
Table II (pp" 136�139-, i.s based on the above a:::t.ivi �y logo 
7
er respects. 110'.ve'rer. :ne ::r,jcora i.s ;:iresente6. in its 
[t utili.zes the form pre1,'i01,1sly discussed in c.onne,2.tion 
rvi th Figure 2 o 
The corresponding lists of organizations and unit or-= 
:;anizations are also reproduced in the Appendix~ Tables 
III and IV on pages 140 -- 1.42 ~ as show11 in Figures 4 and_ 5 
respectivelyc Here again~ in deference to propriety~ name~ 
of individuals or companies have been blanked outo 
In other phases of the subsequent analys1.s, the par-
ticipating executives are identified Dy the numbers J tG 
11 inclusive" Their position and industry are given below: 
Executive Nou lu 
Compensations and Benefits Administrator 
Pet:r:o leum ;~ ndustry 
Manage~· of Engi~eering 
Pet-:.·:_,.~_.:, 'J.m ·: n::L,:: .. :::t :ry 
V"J..'.'e F~esiden·. 
P-cib 12.. r: F-c i l.1 t y ': :Jmpany 
~I=.c e F~- siden t 
Pub li:: Ut.:i lit y C ompe.ny 
Dean 
Institu~e of H~ghe~ Learning 
Exe<:. ut :i:'.: e ::Jo" .-, 
Manager~ Adm~nis~ration Department 
A1~cra~t 1ni~s~ry 
Executive Noo 80 
Executive Vice President 
Engineering Services Industry 
Executive Noo 9o 
Manager, Engineering Department 
Petroleum Industry 
Executive Noo lOo 
Vice . President, Operations 
Petroleum Industry 
Executive Noo llo 
Departmen Head 
Institute of Higher Learning 
The cooperation o! these eleven executives made the 
present study possibleo In providing a record of their 
activities for a total of 41 man-days they supplied the 
raw data on which the presen~ analysis is basedo 
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From the samp lassification schedule, which is re 
produced in the Appendix on pages 136-139 9 the following 
summary observa ions are ob ained 
This parti ula exe uti e reported seventy-nine sepa 
rate activities Column overing a t O al of 486 minutes 
(Column 2) for his part.L ~ ~ar a::/o Wi hin this per1od 9 
communicated about r sui ans olumn 3 ' 53 minutes about 
incentives Column 4 4- minu es and about acts Column 5' 
210 minU'T eso hus s a~ Managerial Activi ies or 
that day onsumed c;3 + ~10 .. or 26? minuteso He pre= 
pared to communicate 93 minutes "Column 6) 9 he was an op= 
erative contributor for a total of ?O minutes Column ?) 
and he performed N Related A ti vi ties 00 for 56 minu es 
I 
' 
0 
(Column 8)0 
During the course of his day 0 s work 9 he contributed 
his activities to three different organizations and twenty-
seven different unit organjzationso As was mentioned pre-
viously 9 a listing of these is presented in the Appendix 
on pages 140-1420 
Evaluation of Macroanalytie Concepts 
From the above summaries, the followiDg quantifica-
tions of this particular behavior pattern are possible: 
lo Time-Activity Ratio (TAR) 
2o 
3o 
Mean 
Hence 
The 
Total work time 
TAR= Number of activities performed 
486 
= ~ = 
602 minutes per activityo 
Commun1 a~1on Ratio ::r1cR 
MOR Time in communication m Total work time 
Oa 5 
MCR is C: -
R Ra 1 0 
R Ra 1 0 Total time in vvRn communication Total time in communication 
Hence 9 the R Ratio is 1908% a 
., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
4o The n I 00 Ratio 
99 I 00 Ratio Total time in °
0 I°' Colllllunication 
Total time in communication • 
Hence 9 the 00 I Ra t10 1S 10 5%o 
Note: All percentages in the present analysis are rounded 
off to the nearest one pe en o Thus, in subsequent ab-
ulations or computa"t1ons 9 he above 9 R 00 and I 00 ratios w1ll 
be shown as 20% and 2% respe t - velyo 
5o The 00 A O Ratio 
00 A 09 Ratio Total time in °
0A0° Communications 
Total tlae in communication 
210 
267 
Hence, A Ra 10 s 8%0 
It will be observed that for a uniform observation period 9 
+he sum of he R and A " a 10s will invar1a· ly be 
100%0 
60 The Mean Commun1. a 1. n Pe od HCP 
MCP Total time in Communicat1on Total nllllber of com:aunications 
c;o80 m1W tes per ~Ommun1CatiOno 
Hence the Mean Communica ion Period is 508 min-
utes per commuzu a ono 
In other words, the average duration of all types of 
managerial activities (io eo 9 communications about result 
ants, incentives or acts) for this particular individual 
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It will be observed that. in all cases, ~he above 3am 
ple computations of the macroanalytic concepts are based o:n 
an observation cycle of one day as reported in the act:::vi-
ty log (pages 128-~135) and the classification schedule 
(pages 136=139) o The balance o.::- the available j_nf ormat::!._r:)rL 
which was obtained from the eleven participating exec:.:..--
ti ves, is pre sen"C ed in s-0.rnrnary form C-;~ ly" Every i T em }_ :::i 
the sumraary is based on a :)ne~day observation cycle and i.::', 
shown in Table Va under the heading of 10 Summary of Classi~ 
fication Schedules 1•1 (pages 143°-14,_i_. ~ o 
The Summary of c:assifica~ion Schedules 
As the name 1mplies -;:;his Table ;_s used :_:;o presen1:., 
in summary fo~m all· 
' . " .. 
all.\~ lrl 1-_: l ~.;· ~-C_\;.(3-_t s-::hsd.ul.e~3. 
ticular it is a conveni~nt device ~or ~he rapid evalua~ion 
of some of the mar::r,:;analy-c.J_'.:' concept;co f:)2- a ::..arge nuJI1ber .:.,: 
individuals whose a~tivi~~es have tee~ classified. It is 
compiled from t::tl'" tot al2 appearing a.-r: -che end of each :::· -~a&--
sification schedule. Cne .::::_;_c.b. ,sa.rnp..1_e ··:J\re:cing a ,Jne--day 
observation cycle is p~esented on p~ge? 156-139° 
vertical eolumns0 The entries in These c.o:umns correspond. 
closely to their counterparts in the classifica~ion sched-
7uleo 
Column lo 
This column serves only to icientify and to separate 
the individuals whose classified activities are being s·.im·-
marizedo This is accomplished anonymously by means of the 
numerical code as previously discussedo 
Columns 2 to 8 inclusive,, 
The entries in these columns represent the percentage 
of time spent in the particular classified activity on the 
day of observationo 
Columns 9 and 10 ". 
These refer to the total n1.1mbe:r: of different organi.·~ 
zations and unit organizations respectively to which claE-
sified activities have been contributedc It has been 
stated previously that this informa~ion may be useful in 
some instances but that it has not been used 1n the ana:-
ysis which is reported here. An example is the relative 
proliferation coefficient" 
Column llc 
This refers to the time element of the cycle of ob-
servation an.d represen-c s the total time,, in mi.n:.1tes, dur-
ing which activities are reported and classifiedv Thus 9 
it is the sum of the individual time elezne-nt s of all report-" 
ed and classified activitieso 
Column l2o 
This column is used to record the total number of ac--
tivities reported during the observation cycleo 
It will be noted that the summary of classification 
schedules utilizes a varying number of horizontal rows of 
entries for each executive. Each row represents one ob-
servation cycle which in this case is one day (or part o~ 
a day) o 
The number of such observation cycles varies for dif-
ferent executiveso Si:;atistically, this implies a non-
uniform sample size and introduces a slight complication 
in the subsequent analysis This point will be discussed 
in more detail later in this chapter. 
In connection with this study 9 forty-one observation 
cycles for eleven execu-cives were available for classtfi= 
cation. Consequently, forty-one classification schedules 
were prepared. Each one was summarized and is represented 
by one horizontal row o 'The total number of individual ae;" 
tivities is 1 9 236" This figure can be obtained by actual 
count from the classification schedules or by totaling 
Column 12 of the summary of classification scheduleso 
Of the 1,236 separate activitiesi 642 are managerial 
(i.e., communications about resultants, incentives or ac-
. . 
tivities). The rest are non-managerial (i. e" ~ preparato-
ry, operative or not-related) activities. 
7.5 
From the summary of classification schedulesj the 
macroanalytic concepts for each executive for the corre= 
sponding observation cycle are computed as was demonstrated 
in the sample computationso These are summarized in the 
Summary of Macroanalytic Concepts~ Table VI (pages 145-146) 
Summary of Macroanalytic Concepts 
(Table VI? pages 145-146) 
The organization of this Table is analogous to the 
summary of classification scheduleso Column 1 serves to 
identify the individual executive" Columns 2 to 7 inclu-
sive are used to report the quantifications of the six 
macroanalytic concepts as previously defined and computedo 
All of these~ except the mean communication period 1 can be 
computed from the sum.mary of classification scheduleso 
The MCP, however~ must be computed, for obvious reasons~ from 
the individual classification schedules as was previously 
demonstratedo 
Statistical Treatment of Macroanalytic Concepts 
Up to this point in the analysisj we have been con~ 
cerned with the classification of activities of managers 
and with the establishment of a quantitative concept de-
lineating several parameters of a manager 0s work patterno 
This was accomplished in four distinct steps which are sum-
marized below: 
lo Activity Logso In this study, they were ob~ 
tained from a particular criterion group con-
sisting of eleven successful executives for a 
total of forty-one man-days. (See sample ac-
tivity log on pages 128-1350) 
2o Classification Schedules. These were pre-
pared from the activity logs by classifying 
each reported activity and entering it in the 
appropriate column. In the present study~ 
forty-one such schedules were prepared. One 
of these is reproduced as a sample classifi= 
cation schedule on pages 136-1390 In allj 
there was a total of 1~236 activities to be 
classifiedo The satisfactory completion of 
these forty-one classification schedules sug-
gests very strongly t11at the proposed classi-
fication is indeed possible" It will be re= 
membered that the possibility of classifying 
the activities of managers was the first part 
of the hypothesis stated on page l7o 
3o Summary of Classification Scheduleso Individ-
ual classification schedules tend to be bulky 
and cumbersome to handle, particularly for a 
criterion group of eleven individualso Fur= 
thermore~ for purposes of the present study~ 
only the totals for each classified activity 
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and their corresponding time elements are 
significant. These totals are made con-
veniently available in the summary of clas-
sification schedules as shown in Table V 
(pages 143-144) o 
4o Summary of Macroanalytic Concepts. This 
compilation represents a convenient sum-
mary of information necessary for the sta-
tistical treatment which follows. In ef-
fect~ it is a parametric description of a 
manager's work pattern in which the quan-
tified macroanalytic concepts represent 
actual measures of particular characteris-
tics. The method of computing these vari-
ous concepts has previously been discussed 
and sample computations have been present-
ed on pages 70 and 710 A complete summary 
of macroanalytic concepts for all eleven 
executives~ computed on a daily basis for a 
total of forty-one man-daysj is given in 
Table VI (pages 145=146). 
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The above four steps are necessary preliminaries for 
the statistical analysis which will be performed nexto 
This phase of the present study is concerned with the sec= 
ond part of the hypothesis which stated that the proposed 
classification is useful. Usefulnessj in turn~ was inter= 
preted to imply that comparisons and/or predictions of the 
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managerial work pattern can be madeo 
The statistical treatment involves an analysis of var-
iance of each daily macroanalytic concept for all individ-
ual executives in the criterion groupo Since the macroan~ 
alytic concepts are evaluated as mean values, they will 
have distributions which approximate the normal and thus 
lend themselves to an analysis of varianceo 
with this informational background~ the analysis of 
variance of the time activity ratio (TAR) can be performedo 
The Time-Activity Ratio 
Daily TARs ( i o e o 9 the average duration of ac ti vi-
ties) are listed vertically below each other for the same 
individual whose coded identification appears at the top of 
each column (1 to 11 in Table VII)o 
The calculated F value is 4o59 (Table VIII)~ whereas 
the tabulated F value for the corresponding degrees of 
freedom and at the 95% probability level is found to be 
1 2 .. 16. 
Thus, F calc > ]' tab o 
The implication of this finding is that the null hypothesis 
must be rejected at the 95% levelo Hence'l there are sig= 
nificant differences between the T'AR values of the execu= 
1see any table of probability points of the F distri~ 
bution, where a~ 5%~ 01 ~ 10 and 02 ~ 30, eogo~ Albert Ho 
Bowker and Gerald Jo Lieberman 9 Engineering Statistics~ 
Prentice-Hall 9 Inco~ 1959 9 Po 5600 
TABLE VII 
TABULATION OF DAILY TAR 
, Ex.ecu-
~ives 
Days,, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
J 1 6.2 10.1 12.8 24.6 12.1 17.2 8,2 16.0 17,6 26. 5 16.2 
2 23 ,3 11+,5 11.4 34.4 20.6 21.5 16.o 14.0 18.4 19.8 18.4 
3 18.5 16.2 27,4 13.0 15.4 12,9 18.1 14,9 22.1 16.3 
4 13 ,5 11.0 11+. 2 
5 17.8 13. 7 15.3 
6 20.8 
7 24.6 
8 11+,l 
}:; (TAR) 29,5 43 .1 40.4 86.4 J.5.7 144,9 61,8 77.6 50.9 68.4 50.9 
Uoan TAR 11+,75 11+,37 13,47 28.80 15,23 18.1112.36 14,52 16,97 22.80 16,97 
The above t:.1bulation is taken directly from the summary of macroanalytic 
concepts, 
TABLE VIII 
AJ':ALY.SB OF VAftL\i:CE OF TAR 
Source FroccloH1 
--·---~-----
Su;r~ of Souares ____ ------
Tot.'ll 40 ( 6. 2) 2 + ( 23 • 3) 2 +- ... + \18. 4) 2 + ( 16, 3) 2 
- (b~I- 6)2 = 1,197,92 
Dot ween 
Execu-
tives 
(~) 2 (43.1) 2 ... 
2 + -3- + 
(68.4) 2 (50,9)2 
+ -- + --3 3 
10 
(699,6) 2 
- -U- = 724,73 
Mean 
Square 
72.47 
F 
Error JO 1,197 ,92 - 724, 73 = 473 .19 15,77 4,59 
')0 
' .: 
699,6 
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tives in the criterion groupo 
The next logical question is~ Wherej io eo~ between 
which executives~ are the differences in the mean TAR. val-
ue significant? If this question can be answered satis-
factorily~ it might also be possible to establish subgroups 
of executives within the criterion group which have no sig-
nificant differences in their mean TAR valueso 
A statistical test~ known as Duncan°s New Multiple 
Range Test 2 9 can be adapted to this determinationo In 
general~ this test is run if an analysis of variance has 
rejected the null hypothesis (io eoj rejected the bypothesis 
that there are no significant differences between the means) 
and it is desired to determine which particular differences 
are significant and which are noto 
In other words 9 the analysis was initiated for a cri-
terion group of eleven executives who are recognized to be 
homogeneous with respect to their success in a managerial 
positiono Their mean TARs have been evaluated and it was 
found that the group is not homogeneous with respect to 
this particular macroanalytic concepto The next item tobe 
considered is the determination of homogeneity of subgroups 
with respect to the same macroanalytic concept (io eo 1 
TAR). This is accomplished by the previously mentioned new 
multiple range test. 
2David Bo Duncan 9 '. Multiple Range and Multiple F 
Tests~ 11 Biometrics~ Volume XI~ Noo lo (March~ 1955) 9 pp. 
1-420 
1~ 
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The data necessary to perform this test are: 
lo The mean TAR for each executive 
2o The standard error of each mean 
3. The degrees of freedom on which this 
standard error is basedo 
Mean TARo rrhe mean TARs are readily available from 
Table VT .,_ 0 For purposes of this test~ it is 'J however~ 
convenient to tabulate t-hese means in ranked order of 
magnitude as shown in rr1able IX. 
Viean TAR 
12.36 
14 0 3'7 
16.97 
16097 
l8.L:. 
22 0 8(; 
28.80 
TABLE IX 
RANKED TAR MEA1TS 
:2:xecutive 
7 
3 
2 
8 
1 
9 
6 
10 
4 
8 '"' c:_ 
2o Standard Error of the Mean. The standard error of the 
mean (sm) is a well established statistical concept and 
is readily computed in cases where the sample size 
within each variety is the same o where the sample size 
is not uniformi as is the case here~ an equivalent sam-
7'. ple size is computed by the following equation;/ 
l 
n1 - E-1 
where; 
n 1 - Equivalent sample size 
E - Number of varieties~ io eo ~ Executives; 
in this case E ~ 11 
N Total number of samples 1 i o e o 9 TJffis avail·· 
Hence; 
able; in this Gase J ~ 41 
nr), n "' I,,umbe £ of samples in each variety 9 
C D 
i, e o s munber o.: 'l'i-i.Rs for Exe cu ti ves 1 ~ 2 s 
T.t.u 
~ + 0 X 9 + 2 X 25 + 
41 
Il-. ) 
and tl:e st;anciar d err or of the means '11-t:U~s of the exec'J.~ 
tives 
3Adapted from G" W. Snedecor. Statistical Methods~ 
Iowa State College Press 5 Ames" Iowa 9 pa 2700 -
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If each executive had reported his activities for the 
same number of days ( say 3) ~ the computation of the stand-· 
ard error would have been somewhat more direct. In that 
and consequently n° ~ n = 3; 
thus 
3o Degrees of Freedom" The standard error is based on a 
certain number of degree,s of freedom~ as has been shown 
in the analysis of variance. Since there are, in this 
case~ forty~"one TARE3 for eleven executives 9 the error 
is based on (41 - 1) - (11 = 1) or 30 degrees of free~ 
Witn this 1nforma~1on, statistical Lables can be 
used" A tablu of special significant studentized 
ranges is enterea for a 5~ level test at the row rep= 
resenting 30 degr88S of freedom and for COlU.IllilS repre '" 
between which the mi~-
imum signif 1 cant range is LO o e computed" Thus,, .in 
~his cases p ~ 2, 3, 4 C " e, .LO~ 11 and their correspond-
ing tabulated values are: 
The shortest 
Li-3_35. 3.37 and 3.37 respectivelyo 
significant range between p items is 
R and is obtain0d by m~ltiplying the standard erro~ p 
4 David B" Duncan 9 ' 1 H~1ltiple Range and Multiple F 
Tests,: 1 Biometricss Vo:Lume XI; No. 1 9 (March~ 1955) 9 p. 3. 
of the mean by the tabulated value corresponding -cop o 
Thus: 
RP -· sm x Tabulated value and 
R3 = 2.08 x 3.04~ etc. 
It is convenient to arrange the computation in the 
form of a worksheet arrangement as shown below in Table X. 
TABLE X 
MULTIPLE RANGE TEST ON TAR 
I Subgrou12 
p R .Mean Executi-;re ~ B C p 1 12.36 ') X 
I 
2 6.02 13o4'7 3 X 
3 6.32 l4o3'7 2 X 
LL 6.i_+-8 l4-o52 8 X 
5 6064 14.7.5 l X 
6 6075 l5o23 5 X 
'7 6083 'h 9~ 9 X X r ..L -- 0 . / 
8 6090 16.97 11 X X 
9 6.96 l8cl2- 6 X X 
10 7.00 22.80 10 X X 
11 7o07 28.80 4 X 
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Note: Any two means c~gtained within the same subgroup a~ 
denoted by ,~ x 01 are not significantly different o Any tw9. 
means no~ contained within the same subgroup are signifi~ 
cantly differento 
The method of assigning the subgrouping is based on 
the relative magnitude of the difference between means and 
the corresponding shortest significant rangeo The test is 
described below. 
The differences between means are tested in the fol~ 
lowing order: The largest mean minus the smallest mean 3 
the largest mean minus the second smallest up to the larg= 
est minus the second largesto 
Thus 3 in the case of this example~ the order is (28.80 
Q• l2o:36) ~ (,28.80 ~ l3o4'7) and '30 on to ~28080 = 22080) 0 
With only one exception, given below, each difference is 
significant if it exceeds the corresponding shortest range~ 
otherwise it; is not significant. Since (28080 ~ 12036) is 
the range of eleven means~, it must exceed R11 "" 7 007 ~ the 
shortest significant range of eleven means~ to be signifi= 
cant. Similarly, because ':28080 ~ 13.4?) is the range of 
ten means 9 it must exceed R10 .·, 7 cOO to be significant and 
so on. 
The only excep~ion ~o this rule is that no difference 
between two means can be declared significant if the means 
concerned are both contained within a larger range which 
has a non-significant differenceo 
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Be,:;ause of this exception~ as soon as a non-signifi~, 
cant difference is found between two means') it is c:onven= 
ient to group these two means and all of the intervening 
means together by placing a check mark ''x ' 1 in the first 
subgroup~ Column HA '11 } of the worksheet o Thus 1 executives 
4 and 10 are in the high TAR subgroupo 
The next set of differences starts with the second 
largest minus the smallestj the second largest minus the 
second smallest and so ono In this fashion 'I the first non= 
significant difference is found to be (22080 - 16097) ( R.li..o 
Therefore 3 these two means as well as all intervening means 
are designated into subgroup '1'1 B 1 \ Next~ the third largest 
minus the smallest, 1" eo. r18.ll - 12036) ( Rg. Hence 9 as 
be.fo.r'e ~ these tv,;o means as well as all means between them 
are not :=,ignif lCi:--Jff':; ly di£ fe:i::·en-c and are grouped together in 
subgroup ,, C !:. 
By means of this technique 9 the g::-oup of eleven exec· 
uti ves has been divided in-i:;o tr.Lree subgroups 9 each of which 
contains executives who are homogeneous with respect to 
their 'L1..R o 'l'he grouping ref lee: s the order of magnitude of 
the mean 'I.AR, The subgroups':/. c :::e:\, 'C: represent high, 
intermediaT;e and low Tiffis re':':pecti vely" 
'l1hese th:ree subgroups are not~ however, mutually ex= 
1= lu.si ve. ~·he i!J.termediate gro-c1p :, B :, overlaps the high 
group H_AJi at it:s low end and the low group 11 C 11 at its high 
endo mutually exclusive as well aa 
exhau.s-cive ,, 'I'h1s means that some of the eleven executives 
have mean TARs which fall into two subgroups simultaneous·~ 
ly. As an example'.) executives 9~ 11 and 6 are in both the 
low 11 C '' as well as the intermediate subgroup 11 B :: and exec~ 
uti ve 10 is in both the high n A" and intermediate subgroup 
In comparing the work pattern of managersi one is 
searching for differences between them. One such differ= 
ence was found to exist insofar as their TAR is concern~ 
ed. Other differences will be found later. All of them 
are based on relative value comparisons 0 1rhis means that 
the differences which have been detected have a meaning 
only when related one to a..nother" It is possible that at 
some time in the future c. f:t:;andard values or uni ts of maCT<F, 
analytic concepts will be es~ablished. If and when that 
happen.Si absolute value comparisons will be meaningfulo 
The relai:::ive value comparison with respect to the 'l'.itR 
may now be summarized as followso 
An executive whose mean TAR falls into exclusively 
the low TAR subg:.i:'oup ·: C ,'. has a significant l;:y higher dis-
persion of activities than another executive whose meanTAR 
place.shim into exr:lusi,rely the high TAR subgroup 1'.A'° and 
,rice versac 
Those executives whose mean TAR places them into the 
:'...ntermediate subgrou.p ·: B ': are also included in one or ,:;he 
other of the subgroups ,: An or : C 11 , Hence 3 no mutually ex.~~ 
elusive c.omparison s;::atement with regard to this group is 
possibleo 
The rea.son for and ramifications of the differences 
which have been found to exist between individual execu= 
tives in these different subgroups~ but within the same 
criterion group~ may well become the subject of another 
investigationo 
In this study~ the mechanism for the evaluation and 
quantification of existing differences within the same 
criterion group has been presentedo 
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The resultant subgrouping may conveniently be summa= 
rized in diagram form as shown below in Figure 80 
High TAR 01 A''. 
- - ~ 1~ ·~I= - ·- - - fl o / ~ 
Intermediate TAR 10 B 1' , .. , 6 9 10 ~ ~ 
/i 2 3/ ,_ 157=./72) 9 
Figure 8 o TAR. Comparison Diagram. 
The inte:r.pretation of 1~his diagram is as follows: 
lo All of these eleven individuals are :Set".:~· 
, 0 ,:..,g -F'--,1 . r·,1,·., s· (1-hc. er· teri'on gr··,,p'• 
·-·~·· s~.v"~ exe-e,.~ll8· ,."~ ~ , l · _ .CJ .... 'o 
~o Their time-a~tivity ratio, i. e., the ~~s~ 
persion of their activities is being com-
pared.o 
)o Exec'J..,.;ives i.n any one horizontal row a.:r::·0 
no":: significantly different with respe'>: 
to each other (io eo~ on the same row) 
so far as their dispersion pattern is 
concernedo 
4. Executives in 11 top open 11 boxes have sig-
nificantly higher TARs than executives 
in '11 bottom open;: boxes o 
5. No comparison statement is made about 
executives listed in ·,' unboxed :? numerals o 
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The above presentation of the mechanism of comparing 
quantified macroanalytic concepts~ io eo, the statistical 
treatment of the mean TAR establishes the procedure for 
the balance of this investigation" In presenting the COID 0 -
parisons for some of the other macroanalytic concepts 9 much 
of the descriptive detail can ~ow be omitted. 
In some sases the analysis of variance reveals~ as 
will be seen. that there are no significant differ enc es be--· 
tween any of the eleven executives so far as~ eogo ~ their 
mean ·1: A ' raT.io .is c oncernec'L In t::hat case,, a prediction :)f 
probable mean ;i A : ratJ_CJ=· ._ .:::·ather ,.han a comparison on the 
basis of differences tn that respec~~ is presented. 
The .Mean Commc1nication Ratio 
The next ma~roanaly~ic concept to be analyzed statis-
ti<:.ally is the bean. Communication Ratio ,)1CR) 1 (i" eo" the 
average pe::r: c.ent of time in communication)" 
Daily MCRs of the same criterion group are listed in 
t,he summary of mae:roanalyt:ic cone epts o It will be observ-· 
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ed that three of the f orty,~one MCRs listed have been omit -
ted from the analysiso This procedure is justified and 
indeed required whenever a particular deviation is due to 
assignable rather than random causes" In these three in~ 
stances 1 such was the caseo They reflect variations due 
to non~typical conditionso These include work done on 
legal holidays, part day reports of activities performed 
in the office on a Sunday morning and extensive meetings 
of a non-recurring na-cure0 
Thus~ in the statistical treatment of the density of 
the managerial behavior pattern, there are a total of 
thirty-eight daily MGRs for eleven executiveso 
T'he analysis of variance of the I1CR yields the re -
sults shown in Tab~e Xla 
Source df ss 
Tot;al 37 
Exe,:uti ves 10 
27 
k tab 
F cal > F 4::•a."c 
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Thus� the null hypothesis is rejected and it follows 
that there are significant differences within the criteri� 
on group so far as the density of the managerial behavior 
pattern is concernedo 
It is interesting to note, however, that the 95% con­
fidence interval on the over-all mean MCR (which, inciden­
tally is 4201%) is 2lo2°;0to 63o0%o This means that upon 
repeated sampling of a large number of successful execu­
tives, the average MCR value will be between those limits 
in 95 out of 100 caseso 
Elsewhere in this study (page 106) it is reportedthat 
for the same criterion group� the ratio of oral to written 
communication is about 9 to lo Thus� another significant 
prediction is that successful managers will spend 9 on the 
average� approximately 20 to 60% of their time in oral com= 
municationso 
The multiple range test on the MCR is carried out in 
the same way as was done for the TARs and yields the anal= 
ysis as shown in Table XIIo 
The interpretation of this diagram is that Executive 
Number One has a significantly higher MCR than Executive 
Number Eighto The remaining nine executives have MCRs 
which do not vary significantlyo 
At this point� a tentative relationship between the 
TAR and MCR of successful executives might be suggestedo 
There is only one executive exclusively in the high TAR 
subgroup (Executive Number Four) and one other executive 
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exclusively in the low MGR subgroup (Executive Number 
Eight)o The other nine are in either both of the inter-
mediate subgroups of TAR and MOR or in both the low TAR and 
high MOR subgroups simultaneouslyo This observation ap-
pears to suggest that successful executives tend to have 
high dispersion of activities and high densities of com-
municationj both as defined in Chapter III of this disser= 
tationo 
TABLE XII 
MULTIPLE RANGE TEST ON MCR 
Subgroup 
p Rp Mean Executive A B C 
1 ~ 28o4 8 X 
2 13042 35o7 11 X X 
3 13.91 37o3 3 X X 
4 14052 39o3 10 X X 
5 14082 40o3 7 X X 
6 l5ol . 3 A 4 0_/ I 9 X X 
7 12.28 46.3 2 X X 
8 15.43 47.0 5 X X 
9 15.52 49.2 6 X X 
10 15.62 49.3 4 X X 
11 15070 53o5 1 X 
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The equivalent sample size n° = 3042., and the standard er-
ror of the mean sm = 4o 63 o The comparison diagram i.s shown 
in F'igure 9 o 
High MGR aa A 11 LJ/ 2 - 4 5 6- 7 - 9 10 -
Intermediate MCR 01 B 00 2 3 4 5 6 7 - 9 10 11 
Low MCR 0° C 01 = 3 - - ~ = /87= = = 
Figure 9o MCR Comparison Diagram 
The 10 R' 0 Ratio 
The analysis of variance of the 01 R 11 ratio (io eo ~ the 
relative emphasis on communication about resultants) yields 
results as shown in Table XIIIo 
TABLE XIII. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 01 R 10 RATIOS 
Source df ss ms F 
Total :zn 
./ / 11~225 
Executives 10 79640 764-oO 
Error 27 39585 13208 5o76 
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Here again~ it is found that at the 95% level~ F cal) F 
tabo 
Hence~ the null hypothesis must be rejected and it 
follows that there are significant differences in the mean 
01 R 11 ratios of the eleven executives in the criterion 
groupo 
As before, the next step is to determine the homoge-
nei ty of subgroups a This is shown in Table XIV j which fol-
lowso 
TABLE XIV 
MULTIPLE RANGE TEST ON THE 01 R'° RATIO 
Subgroup 
p R Mean Exe~utive A B C p 
l 31 1 X 
2 18009 33 2 X 
3 180 9.5 42 6 X 
4 1.9 0 51 4-7 3 X X 
~ 19092 48 '7 X X 
-
6 20003 51 9 X X 
G 20058 c:., 4 X X t _j...L 
8 20075 Ei2 10 X X 
9 20090 64 8 X X 
10 2lo00 5c::, r:: X X 
·" 
.,/ 
11 21010 '74 11 X 
The equivalent sample size~ n° = 3o42 
The standard error of the mean~ sm = 6023 
The comparison diagram is shown in Figure lOo 
High 00 R 00 ratio 
Intermediate ouR 00 ratio 
Low 00 R 11 ratio 
- - - - 5 - - 8 - 10 /11/ 
3 4 5 - 7 8 9 10 
/127 3 4 - /677 - 9 -
Figure 10 o ou R 00 Ratio Comparison Diagram 
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Inspection of the 01 Roc ratio diagram (Figure 10) re-
veals that Executive Number Eleven has a significantly 
higher i·JR '0 ratio than Executives Number One 'l Two and Six~ 
and :;hat the latter group of executives does not have sig-
nificantly different ,';R 11 ratioso The diagram also indi-
cates that three of the four vice presidents (io e. 'l 
Noso 5~ 8 and 10) in the criterion group have 01 R 10 ratios 
in the !: An subgroup and the fourth of them (No o 4) 9 while 
in the next lower subgroup 9 is imm.ediately adjacent to the 
other threeo This may be suggestive of a trend concerning 
this particular echelon of managemento Further detailed 
studies on this point would seem appropriateo 
The 00 I gu Ratio 
Inspection of Table VI (page 145)'l Summary of Macro= 
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analytL.:c Concepts~ reveals a highly irregular pattern both 
between and within executives insofar as their o: I'' ratios 
(io ec~ the relative emphasis on communications about in-
centives) are concernedo Executives Number 5~ 8 and lOj 
all of whom are vice presidents~ have not communicated 
abo.ut incentives on the days on which their activity log 
was kepto All but two of the remaining eight executives 
show at least one daily 9'J I 01 ratio of zero per cent o Thus, 
it is reasonable to expect highly significant differences 
to exist between the executives of this criterion group 
with respect to their ,c1ao ratioso The analysis of vari-
ance~ which is presented next~ bears out this expectationo 
TABLE XV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ,v I ,u RATIOS 
Sourc.e d"' c.ia ,~. ),,.# ms F 
'lot.al 37 '7 / 9LJ.76 
Ex:&,..: u-::-: i. ·v es 10 3 ~148 
Error 27 328 12015 
The c alculai: ed F vall..:~e is found to be 27 o 8 9 which is 
atout; ele-ven times the tab"'.llated F value for the above de-
grees of freedom at the 95% probability levelo It will be 
remembered +::hat in the case of the other macroanalytic con= 
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cepts~ which have previously been computedj the calculated 
F value was of the order of twice the corresponding tabu-
lated valueo 
Thus~ the order of magnitude of the significance of 
the differences in the 00 I 00 ratios of these eleven execu-
tives is far greater than it was found to be with respect 
to the other macroanalytic conceptso The multiple range 
test shown in Table XVI reveals only two subgroups with 
one executive (Noo 11) not included in eithero Thusj there 
is the low 01 I H ratio group with means ranging from O to 6% 
and the high 00 1°0 ratio group with means between 19 and 24%0 
These two groups include seven and three executives re-
spectively and the eleventh had a mean °0 1° 0 ratio of 12%i 
which is significantly different from any other member of 
the criterion groupo 
In the event that similar mean °1 I 11 ratio distribu-
tions were to be observed for a large number of successful 
executives~ it would be reasonable to conclude that mana= 
ger~ who are successful 9 have widely varying mean °0 I 01 ra-
tioso This appears to be true for both the daily varia-
tion of the same individual as well as for the variation 
between individualso 
Hence 9 this macroanalytic concept may serve as an in-
dependent measure for a par~icular executive 9 or it may be 
used to compare a particular characteristic of two or more 
managers relative to each othero 
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TABLE XVI 
MULTIPLE RANGE TEST ON THE ourui RATIO 
Subgroup 
p RP JVIean Executive A B C 
1 = 0 5 X 
2 5o47 0 8 X 
3 5o75 0 10 X 
4 5o93 3 1 X 
5 6004 5 7 X 
6 6015 6 1+ X 
' 7 6023 6 9 X 
8 6028 12 11 X 
9 6032 19 6 ' ..... X ( 
10 6037 ? }.~ 
·/ 2 X 
11 6 04.1 24- 3 X 
The equivalent sample sizes n 1 ~ 3o42 
and the standard error of the mean~ sm "" lo 8850 
High : . I "1 -ratio 
Intermediate ' 1 I co ratio 11 
Low Ji I'' ratio /I7 /4 57 - 17 s 9 1W = 
F'igure :lo 11 I ' 1 Ratio Comparison Diagram 
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The 11 A 0' Ratio 
In line with the previously established pattern, an 
analysis of variance of the daily 00 A 00 ratios (;L e o 9 the 
relative emphasis on communications about acts), was per-
formedo The results are shown in Table XVII belowo 
TABLE XVII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF "'A'' RATIO 
Source df' ss ms F 
Total 37 12~711 345.3 
Executives 10 49493 44903 
Error 27 8r218 304-03 lo81 
.In this case-~ F cal -1:i' tabo 
-
Hence q the null hypo the sis cannot be rejected at the 
95% leveL This means that there are no significant dif= 
fer enc es between the eleven executives insofar as their 91 A 11 
ratios are concerned. If the eleven executives, whose ac-
t:i.vitiee have been classified and analyzed~ are a truly 
representative san1ple of s1....::,:::.essful managers 9 then it can 
be ·:'. one luded from this finding that there is in fact no 
significan~ difference in the mean 11 A00 ratios of success~ 
ful executiveso The F test indicates this statement to be 
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subjec0 to a risk level of 10%0 
Within these limitations, a prediction of the mean ''A" 
ratio range of successful executives is possible by simply 
determining the confidence interval on the mean of all "A" 
ratios observedo The procedure is as follows~ 
The mean ov A QO ratio is 39o0 
The equivalent sample size is 3042, as before. Hence 1 
the standard error of the mean is 
The 95% probability point of the 01 t 00 distribution for 37 
degrees of freedom is found to be 2o02o 
Thusj the 95% confidence interval on the mean is 
+ 
The interpretation of this statistic is that if the mean 
11 A 1 ' ratios of a large number of successful executives were 
to be evaluated 9 95 out of 100 sample means would be be-
tween the above two limitso Similarly~ if a 90% confidence 
in~erval is considered sa~isfactory 9 io eo 3 a statement 
similar to the above but applying to only 90 out of 100 
mean 1~A'' ratios of successful executives 9 then their limits 
can be predicted to be between 21 o 90 and 56 o 10";6 and finally 
one=half of all mean '~A" 0 ratios of successful executives 
can be expected to be contained within the interval between 
32008 and 45092%0 These statements are statistically de= 
termined probabili-cies 9 which 9 on the average 9 can be ex= 
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pected to be true in nine cases out of teno 
Considering the 00 A "'1 ratios of a group of executives, 
it is found that the 38 available ratios follow essential-
ly a normal distribution with mean value of 39o0% and a 
standard deviation of l8o5o Hencej one can expect 2/3 of 
all successful executives to have individual 11 AL1 ratios 
varying between the mean plus or minus one standard devia-
tion, io eoj 39o0 + l8a5% or between 20o5 and 5705%. 
It should be emphasized that the above computations 
are presented only for the purpose of establishing and 
demonstrating a procedureo For greater precision in the 
determination of macroanalytic concepts, a larger sample 
should be usedo 
The I"lean Communication Period 
The last of the macroanalytic concepts to be analyzed 
i.s the ~CP (io eo ~ the average duration of communications). 
The analysis of variance of Ta"ble XVIII shows that there 
are no s.ign:..ficant dii:.'erences within the criterion groupo 
TABLE XV:!:II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MCP 
di ss IDS F 
Tctal 40 82503 20063 
Exe0-:.1tives 10 320003 32000 
Error 3n ,.· 504027 16080 
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The tabulated F value for the above degrees of free-
dom at the 95% level is 2o5lo 
Thus 9 here again 
F cal< F tab 
and the null hypothesis cannot be rejectedo This means 
that there are no significant differences with respect to 
the means of the MCPso Since there are no differences, it 
is not feasible to effectively compare the executives of 
the criterion group to each other insofar as this particu-
lar characteristic is concerned" However, within the lim-
its of ·the risk level determined by the F test 1 which is 
about 20%, it is feasible to predict a confidence interval 
on the mean of the MCPso 
The ove:r=a11 mean of M..CPs was 13o0 minutes per com~ 
municat1.ono 
The equivalent sample size is n 1 ~ 30660 
Hence 1. 
the standard error of the mean~ j 2~:~ = 203750 
Thus, using the ''. r, :'. distribution for Li..Q degrees of freedom, 
the 95% :.onf idence interval on the mean ::i..s 
- n + 2 ~ r ,- + . n 
..L ;.:, I ' -~ 2 .-, CJ 5 X ~ 0, J "" J.. .'-. 0 ~ 4. 8 1 ' /0- -0/. -·· -0 c_ /C .o ._ 
or 
8020 to 17080 minutes per communication and half of 
all sample means of the MCP of successful executives will 
be contained in the interval between 
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or 
11038 to 14062 minutes per communicationo 
Other confidence intervals can be computed by simply 
substituting the appropriate probability point of the II t" 
distributiono 
Thus~ using this technique 9 it is possible to predict 
the range of the average of the MCPs of a large number of 
executives. The prediction is, in effect, a statistical 
probability statement. In this case~ it is associated with 
a 20% risk. This means that~ on the average~ eight out of 
ten predictions will be correct and two will be incorrect. 
On this basis j Table XIX was prepared to show the pre-
dieted frequency grouping of the means of MCPso 
TABLE XIX 
PREDICTION OF' .MEA..l\J MCPs (80% PROBABILITY) 
% o.f mean l"IC:Ps of 
succ.ess.£.u:;.. executives 
80 
-·r / ._) 
50 
30 
10 
Mean :M.CP 
Minutes per communication 
8.2 = 1708 
9.0 ~ l7o0 
9.4 = 16.6 
10.5 = 15.5 
11.0 
- 15.0 
llo4 = 14.6 
12.l = 13.9 
12o7 = 13.3 
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In considering the mean communication periods of in= 
dividual executives~ in contrast to the means of a group, 
it is found that 41 available 1'1CPs have a mean of 13o0 
minutes per communication and a standard deviation of 4046. 
Hence~ two=thirds of all successful executives will have a 
+ daily MCP of 13o0 - 4o46o In other words 9 the mean dura-
tion of each communication of two=thirds of all successful 
executives will vary between 8054 and 17046 minutes per 
communicationo 
Similarly~ approximately 95% of all individual 1'1CPs 
of successful executives can be expected to lie in the in-
terval between the mean of 13o0 and 2 standard deviations 
on either side of it~ io eo~ between 4o08 and 21092 minutes 
per communicationo 
Rati0 of Oral to Written Communication 
In tihe co·.1rse of thi.s study~ particularly in the anal-
ysis of the activity logs~ information was obtained which 
was not pertinent to the proposed classificationo Some of 
these itiems have already been mentioned in connection with 
the discussion of ColU1llils 10 = 12 inclusive 9 of the clas= 
sification schedule (see pages 41-45)0 
The type of activity column (Column 12 of Table II) 
lends itself readily 1:. o a dete:rmination of the ratio of 
oral to written commu.nicationso From the point of view of 
instruction in manage:rial work 9 it is certainly desirable 
to know what the order of magnitude of this ratio actually 
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This analysis could be carried out by defining a con-
cept involving this ratio and then applying an analysis of 
variance and multiple range test as was done for the vari-
ous macroanalytic conceptso 
On the other hand 9 if a fairly rapid estimate of this 
ratio is required~ the following procedure might be usedo 
A random sample of the available classification schedules 
is selected and the information shown in Table XX is com= 
puted on a daily basis from th.is sampleo 
TABLE y_x 
ORAL TO WRITTEN COJVIMUNICATION RATIO 
- Tzye of I:(PC TC) activity Min/Day + 
Sample ~pr." : I:TC \ I:OWM Z::PC+I:TC I:1PC+TC+OWI1) 
I 
i 
1 174 43 
' 
50 ........... ~ 81 I '~ .J. / 
2 -r ~, I 1 I 3 2'73 99 ~/c 
I I 3 ?4 44 I r ::18 ('• ..... '' Jc. >._,: 
i 
,. 182 6 ! ,""'I.-, 189 86 ~ i c:... ( 
! 
' 
,.. 1~8 0 i ... )() 1,59 84 :; , L ,' 
' 
' / 6 I ''"', C: h I 43 
20 198 95 _ ... _ .. / ... · 
; f ,, I :_40 28 ,, ') 168 94 / j d...L I 8 I 320 '' i 3C) 320 91 ,..J j 
9 106 0 1 12 106 90 i 
10 ~ 3·- 3" l 3? 172 82 J..· 7 / l 
I l Avera e 89o4 g 
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Explana.tjion of Table ~~ Ten classification schedules were 
randomly chosen and are numbered 1 = 10 inclusivelyo From 
each schedule the total time spent in personal or tele-
phone conversations 9 (PG or TC) 9 which are classified as 
communications about resultants 9 incentives or acts~ was 
compiled and entered in the appropriate column of the ta-
bleo Similarly~ the sum of the time elements associated 
with all written communie;ations for each classification 
schedule is entered in the eolumn headed :0 0WI"I 00 o With this 
information the required ratio can readily be computed for 
each sample day and then averaged for the total periodo 
In this casej the ratio turned out to be of the order of 9 
to 1 in favor of oral communicationo 
Time Duration of Communications 
The classification sc,hedule also lends itself to an 
evaluation of a .frequency characteristic of individual 
types o.f ac·tivities~ in contrast to the daily macroanalyt-
i.e concepts which have been considered in this study o 
There is 9 however,, rJne .i.mpo::r.:'ta.nt diffe.:-·ence ~ namely~ that 
the occurrence of a..-riy :)ne particular activity cannot be 
assumed to follow a normal dis"tribution lawc It will be 
remembered that in the statistical treatment of macroana-
lyr,i0 ~oncepts this assu.mption was made and Justified by 
the fac,t; that each such concept represents a daily meano 
In this study 9 either 4-1 or 38 daily means of several mac-
roanalytic concepts were analyzed in accordance with the 
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rules of statistical procedures governing normal distribu-
tionso 
Ifj on the other hand 9 the analysis were to be applied 
to individual acti vi ti.es 9 a test for normalcy would have to 
be applied firsto If this test proves the frequency dis-
tribution to approximate the normal curve~ then the previ-
ously developed procedure is justified~ if it does not ap-
proximate the normal 9 then the analysis cannot be usedo It 
is for this reason that the macroanalytic concepts have 
been developedo They assure the validity of the analysis 
regardless of the frequency distribution of the activities 
they involveo 
As an example~ let it be required to analyze the data 
for a frequency pattern of communications of particular du-
rationo A check of the e;.lassification schedule shows that 
a total of 642 individual communications are recordedo 
These vary :Ln duration from one minute to over an houro If 
a frequency histogram of this distribution is plotted 9 it 
reveals at a glance that it .is other than normalo It might 
be a binom~al distribu~iono Whether it is can only be es-
ta1:ilished by appi.ying an appropriate mathematical tech= 
niqueo It is~ however~ quite possible that a particular 
activity does not. follow any known frequency distribution 
an~ consequently? any st.atistical treatment of such data 
must be incomplete at; best; o 
In analyzing the available data with respect to the 
duration of individual communications~ it is seen that 166 
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individual communications have a 1 to 4 minute durationo 
Coincidentallyj the same number of communications fall in-
to the 5 and 9 minute interval. Further breakdown reveals 
that 1306% of all communications are of 1 or 2 minute du-
ration, 12% of 3 or 4 minutes and 19o3% last 5, 6 or 7 
minuteso A tabulation of 98o2% of all communications is 
shown in Table XXIo 
TABLE XXI 
DURATION OF 642 REPORTED COMMUNICATIONS 
Duration Communications Cumulative 
Minutes Number ~ % Number % 
1 
-
4 166 2508 166 
5 - 9 166 2508 332 5106 
10 = 14 103 16o0 435 6706 
15 = 19 !':? llo4 508 79o0 
20 24 37 C: r-, 545 84o7 - 7 0 "/ 
25 - 29 3"' .l. 4o4 576 89ol 
30 - 34 36 506 612 94o7 
35 - 39 13 2o0 625 96o7 
40 = 44 3 Oo5 628 97o2 
45 
- 49 ,-, :=: Oo3 630 97o5 
50 = 54 3 Oo5 633 98o0 
55 = 59 l Oo2 634 98o2 
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The basic difference of interpretation of Table XXI 
and Table XIX is very importanto In Table XXI 9 there is 
an actual record of past performance of eleven successful 
executives with respect to the time they spent in communi-
cations of particular time durationo It is a historic 
record and nothing more0 
Table XIX~ on the other hand~ is a prediction which 
has an 80% probability and refers only to daily means of 
the duration of com.municationso 
Both "tables are derived from the same information') 
io eoj the classification scheduleo 
In Table XXI~ the information was used directly and a 
historic record is all that can be obtainedo 
In Table XIX O the macro analytic cone ept of the I1CP was 
first obtained as prev~ously discussed and because this 
concept has a normal distribution;; a probability statement 
rather than a historic record is possibleo 
Projections and Ramifications 
Among other things~ the present dissertation sets up 
a structll.!'e for .fur-i:.her investigations of various facets 
of managerial worko These investigations may have the fol-
lowing objectives~ 
lo To strive for a tool whereby the worth of a 
manager can be predicted on the basis of an 
examination and analysis of his activitieso 
2o To strive for a tool whereby a manager c.an 
examine his own activities and thereby be 
aided in improving his performanceo 
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In either case \l it is necessary that the various ac-
tivities~ which a manager normally performs~ be separated 
from each other and identifiedo This can be accomplished 
by the classification system~ which was propos.ed in this 
studyo Once the activities are identified~ they can be 
grouped so as to represent particular characteristics of 
the manager who performed thema This 9 howeverj is diffi-
cult to doo It is difficult because the classified activ-
ities by themselves or in various groupings are not neces-
sarily uni.que indicators of a particular characteristic of 
a managero 
There is 9 however} evidence that some relationships 
between d.if f erent ac ti vi ties and their associated time or 
frequency elements are consistent for the same manager or 
for groups of managersc A few of these relationships are 
presented. in this dissertationo They have been named 
icrMacroanalyt;ic Concepts ::G Additional relationships are 
certain to be developedo 
This study appears r.o justify the projection ofmacro-
analytic concepts as a basis for the self evaluation or 
the prediction of the worth of a manager 1 s performanceo 
Each such concept is characteristic of a certain traito 
What these traits are has been discussed in the body of 
this dissertationo 
Another projection of the previously developed tech-
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nique i.s feasible. Let it be required to prove the gener-
al belief that a good manager communicates more concisely 
than a poor oneo 
In this case, the characteristic trait to be evalu-
ated is concisiono The macroanalytic concept associated 
with concision of communication is the Mean Communication 
Period, io eo 9 the average duration of communications. 
Thus" in order to prove or disprove the truth of this 
statement 9 it is only nec.essary to evaluate a few MCPs for 
a group of persons who are individually (and independent 
of their communication habits:' recognized to range from 
good to poor managersc 
The next step is to perform an analysis of variance of 
the MCPs. If it should reveal no significant differences 
between the group of manage.:::-cs ., then obviously the state-
ment is not true o If? on r:he other hand 1 the analysis of 
variance reveals signifi"ant differences between individu-
al managers~ the statement: may be true. Whether or not it 
is true can be determined ty a multiple range test. Ac-
cordingly~ the statement is tru.e if the managers') who are 
known t:o be good 9 fall into t"he low MCP subgroup. Other-
wise, the statement .is nor;· true o 
Another aspect: into which ~he present study may be 
projected'l involves the so~,:_called specialization of mana-
gerso 
A ,.rast array of specialis-cs in different areas is 
filling the ranks of managerial positions todayo Some of 
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these are finance~ advertising~ engineering, business ad-
ministration~ industrial psychology and sociology and maey 
otherso All of them have made valuable and significant 
contributions to their respective organizationso 
On the other hand~ there is a group of people, with-
out specialized training 1 who are known simply for their 
knack of IQ getting things done ~00 According to the classi-
cal concepts of management science~ specialists are usual-
ly employed in staff positions whereas 00 generalists II are 
generally line personnelo Observation and experience tend 
to refute this viewo An ever=increasing number of special-
ists is successfully occupying line positions all the way 
from president to foremano One reason for this is obvi-
ously the increasing complexity of modern technology. 
There may be other reasons" If there are~ they should be-
come apparent by a comparison of macronalytic conceptso 
One might assume that the specialist will be concern-
ed with detail to a larger extent than the non-specialist. 
Thus 9 his communications about acts ( ryu A 11 ratio) might be 
expected to be higho This 5 however 3 is purely supposition 
and there is littles if any, evidence to date which would 
bear out this or any other similar assumptiono 
Other differences in the characteristic behavior pat-
tern might be projected for different occupational or 
functional positionso As an example~ one might examine 
the variations of the macroanalytic concepts for individu-
als with conflicting interests such as production and sales 
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or production and expediting 9 and so on" 
The above examples are intended to suggest general 
areas in which the application of the previously developed 
technique may prove to be of valueo 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation is concerned with two related prob-
lems~ both of which are involved in the study and under-
standing of the management process. 
The first problem is one of classification of mana-
gerial worko 
The second problem involves the establishment of a 
procedure by which the performan~e of different managers 
can be factually compared. 
The classification system 9 which is proposed in con-
nection with the first problem, represents the basis for 
the analysis involved in the second problemo 
Both the classificationi as well as the comparison 
procedure of managerial performance. were tested in an ac-
tual case study" The sample size 5 which was used in the 
case study9 appears adequate to suggest the feasibility of 
the classification as well as the mechanism for the quan-
tification of various characteristics by which managers 
can be comparedo 
The results of the statistical analysis are subject 
to comparatively low probabilitieso It is emphasized~ 
howeveri that the objectives of this study relate to the 
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mechanics of an analysis rather than to the precision of 
numerical resultso The latter can be improved by increas-
ing the sample size in subsequent analyseso 
In the Introductionj Chapter Ij the methodologies by 
which a body of knowledge is assembledj are briefly de-
scribedo The limitations of the so-called 11 model approach" 
are presented and contrasted to the technique of measure-
ment based on observation of natural phenomena or careful-
ly designed experimentsu An outline of the essential com-
ponents of the Loblilann concept of organization and manage-
ment is presented in summary formo It was found to be 
based on the observational technique rather than the model 
approach and includes a frame of reference within which 
experience may be converted into knowledgeo 
In Chapter II~ a division and classification of mana-
gerial activities is presentedo It was hypothesized that 
the proposed classification system is both possible and 
useful in the study~ understanding and instruction of man-
agerial work, Thus, the hypothesis involves two criteriao 
The first is absolute~ the second is obviously a relative 
statement which needs careful definitiono The first part 
of the hypothesis was accepted on the basis that 1~236 
separate activities. as reported by eleven successful ex-
ecutives~ were classifi.able according to rules imposed by 
formal logics. This was demonstrated by the case study re-
ported in Chapter IVo The actual mechanics of class.fying 
is~ however 9 a highly skilled tasko The classifier must be 
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an individual thoroughly familiar with the concepts which 
form the basis of the classification systemo Also, infer-
ence based on judgment of the classifier is often neces-
sary. This is not due to any limitations of the system 
but is caused by the fact that activities, as reported on 
the activity logs, are frequently incomplete in terms of 
the requirements of the classification system. 
Usefulness was defined to imply one of two things: 
1. The classification system is useful if 
it permits a comparison of the work pat-
tern of different managerso 
or 
2. The classification system is useful if 
it permits prediction of managerial work 
patterns. 
Based on this definition~ the case study reported in 
Chapter IV reveals that the second part of the hypothesis 
is entirely acceptable. Thus 5 the hypothesis as stated, 
may be accepted. 
There are 9 however 9 intermediate stages between the 
classification of activities and the prediction or compar-
ison of managerial behavior patternsc It is obvious that 
this must be true because no classification system as such 
can include predictive features within its classes. The 
classification system does permit an analysis of activities 
which~ when completed 1 will represent a record of actual 
events. Several such analyses can be performed for the 
11'? 
same individual on several occasions~ or for several indi,-
viduals on one or more occasions~ or for particular groups 
displaying certain key characteristics. The latter is 
known as a criterion groupo In every case~ the results of 
the classification can be compared to each other, 
. 
This method of comparing historical records has rath-
er significant limitations. T1he most important of these 
is that no mechanism is available to effectively quantify 
the differences which the historical records of activities 
reveal, 
The simplest method to overcome this limitation is to 
establish a frequency score for each classified activity. 
These scores can then be compared on a numerical basis and 
similarities or differences 1 as they exist in particular 
cases can be quantifiedo This procedure was investigated 
and after careful consideration, it was rejected. There 
were two reasons which prompted the rejection of this tech-" 
nique o The first was that the sign,ificance of the differ~ 
ences in the various frequency scores could not readily be 
evaluated in cases where ~heir distribution was other than 
a normal distribution The second reason for the rejection 
of this technique was -chat the frequency scores did not 
usually tend to be normally ciistributed, 
It was a~ once obvious that criteria which tend to 
have normal distributions should be used for the eornpari-
son analysis" Hence 9 the classification system of manager-
ial activities was used to establish mean daily quantities 
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which reflect~ on a numerical basis~ the extent of each 
classified activityu These quantities have been designat-
ed as macroanalytic conceptso 
This procedure has several advantages. First 1 as has 
already been mentioned 9 it yields mean values which can be 
treated statistically in accordance with the laws govern-
ing normal distributionso Second 9 in comparing a specific 
macroanalytic concept of a group of executives 1 one can 
readily determine whether or not the group displays sig-
nificant differences with respect to the particular macro-
analytic concept o 'rlurd, if a specific criterion group is 
selected and one of its macroanalytic concepts is found to 
be not significantly different~ then a prediction is pos-
sible, This prediction is in effect a statistical esti-
ma~e of the probable range of the average of the samemacro-
analytic concept of a large number of executives who might 
have been included in "the c:::iterion group, 
Thus~ there are two stages between classification of 
managerial activities and the comparison or prediction of 
a pattern of managerial work as follows; 
1, Evaluation of macroanalytic concepts as defined 
in Chapter III and evaluated in Chapter IV. 
2. Statistical analysis of macroanalytic concepts 
as presented in Chap~er IV. 
The statis"tical analysis is presented in Chapter IV in 
connection with an actual case studyo It involves only el= 
ementary statistics and can be reduced to a routine proce-
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dureo Thus, operators of relatively low skill can be uti-
lized. This, it will be remembered, is distinctly in con-
trast to the skill and experience requirements of the clas-
sifier of managerial activities. Consequently 9 a two-
person team with appropriate levels of accomplishment should 
be used for the classification and evaluation of manageri-
al work patterns. 
In the case study 9 which was conducted as part of this 
dissertation'l a criterion group of eleven successful exec-
utives was used. In other words~ the group was homogeneous 
with respect to their success in a managerial career. 
The analysis revealed that there are no significant 
differences within this group with respect to their 01 A 10 
ratios" i. e.) the time spent in communications about acts 
as a percentage of total time in communication as well as 
with respect to their mean communication period, i. e.'l the 
average duration of their managerial communications. 
On the basis of these findings, it is possible to pre-
dict the order of magni~ude of ~he average of these two 
macroanalytic concepts of successful executives, It is in-
teresting to note thar; half of all mean ' A: ratios can be 
expected to be between 32c08 and 45c92% and l"!CFs between 
lla4 and 14.6 minutes per communication" The correspond-
ing spread for a larger percentage of group means is, how-
ever~ much greater o Thus~ 95% of all mean JC A '1~ ratios of 
successful managers will be between 18080 and 59020% and 
their MCPs between 802 and l?c8 minutes per communicationo 
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With respect to all other macronalytic concepts~ sig~ 
nificant differences have been found to exist within the 
criterion group o The statis-i:;ic al treatrnen t perrni ts a sub,-
grouping of the criterion group into three subgroups~ which 
have non-significant differences. This grouping is based 
on the relative magnj_tude of -i:;he mean of any particular 
macroanalytic concept and includes a highi intermediate and 
low subgrou_po A convenient comparison diagram 9 as present-
ed in Chapter IV, readily permits the visual segregation of 
indi_vidual executives into these subgroups o 
These comparison diagrams are useful as visual aids in 
the presentation of factso In particular~ the facts which 
are presented in these diagrams are relative value compar-
isons o A different diagram is of course necessary for each 
macroanalytic cone e_pt in which significant differences be,-
tween the members of the criterion group have been foundo 
The diagram tells at a glance which individuals are 
significantly different with respect to each other and 
which are not, In the case of those who are different 9 it 
tells which are high, low or intermediate. 
This diagram does noi:, however, give any reasons why 
differences exist" nor does it suggest any ramifications 
of the differences within the criterion group o 1I'he pres-
ent analysis has been limited to establishing a rational 
basis on which differences within a criterion group can be 
detected, if they existo 
In this dissertation, there are several suggestions 
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for the investigation of related topics which have present-
ed themselves 9 but which could not be included in -chis 
study. 
It is hoped that others may find adequate mo-civation 
to pursue companion or continuation investigations based 
on these suggestions. 
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APPENDIX 
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HOW TO PREPARE AN EXECUTIVK 0 S DAILY ACTIVITY RECORD 
Equipment needed: 
lo Dictaphone 
2o Clock or watch 
Note: Turn dictaphone on and leave in 11 0N 10 position" 
This will avoid warm-up delayo 
lo State the time of arrival at the office (by hour 
and minute) o 
2o After completing the first activity of the day~ 
describe it briefly on dictaphone~ read the time 
and record ito This time represents the end of 
the first activit~ and,simultaneously 9 it is of 
course the time of starting of the second activ-
ity. Repeat for all activities of the day which 
occur during working hourso 
3o Conversations and contacts 0 other than those of a 
personal nature, outside the office, e.go, coffee 
breaks luncheonsi service clubs~ Chamber of 
Commerce, church activities, etco ~maybe an im-
portant part of an executive;s daily activities 9 
thus, they should be included in this record" 
4o Reference to mail, memos, correspondence, etco 9 
should include a note as to their nature 9 eoga~ 
replied to job applicant 9 offered him a position 9 
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read production report; directed to Chief Engi-
neer 9 etc o 
5o In contacts with people~ in or out of your own 
organizationj it is important to indicate their 
relationship to you or your organization~ eogo ~ 
position and department 9 or a subordinate of 
yours 9 or program chairmanj Rotary Club~ or 
supplier's salesmang customer1s attorney 9 etco 
60 To be usefulj the record must be kept continu-
ously for 3 or more representative work dayso 
Activities relating to your business and con-
ducted outside of regular office hours should 
be included in summary formo 
EXAMPLE: 
NAME POSITION o•• ••••••• 
DATE 
Arrived at office oo•o••·························•• 9:05 
Read company weekly newspaper oo•o············••o•• 9~11 
Telephoned Jones (Chief Accountant) congratulating 
him on his son's commission in the Navy oc;•oo•••o 9:13 
Conference with Smith (Production Manager) and 
Davis (Quality Control Engineer) about a pro= 
duction problem in foundry 0000000 •••••• 000000000 9:45 
Interrupted by long distance telephone call from 
Personnel Manager at Uniontown Plant concerning 
a crisis in labor negotiations 9:51 
Continue and conclude conference with Smith and 
Davis 9 there is a need for better sampling by 
inspection depto 
Dictated a memo to Wilson (Chief Inspector) 
explaining difficulty and asking him to 
collaborate with Davis on new sampling pro= 
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10:10 
c e d ur e o o ••• o • o o • o • o • o , • o ••• o ••••• , •••••••••••• o • 110 : 15 
! 
' Telephoned McWilliams (President) informing him 
about labor problem at Uniontowno He asked me 
I 
to his office at 1:30 Pa Mo o o. o o ....... o. '° •• o oo! 10~17 
1 
Review records and transcripts in preparation ! 
" for conference with McWilliamso •o••o••••••••••o•i 10:39 
I 
Telephone call from Program Chairman~ Rotary 
Club~ inviting me to be speaker next 
Thursday ~ I accepted 10:41 
Telephoned my wife asking her to plan for 
dinner party with two visiting company 
I 
executives and their wives next Tuesday. a••••o••I 10:45 
Read and directed mail, including a report 
from Consulting Engineer on a proposed 
plant addition" three items from employ= 
ees 1 suggestion box relating to production 
methods~ two resumes of applicants for po= 
sitions 9 several items of advertising ma= 
terial and a letter from a former associate 
requesting a personnel ref ere nee,, 11:19 
Dictated personnel reference. 0 U • V 0 C O -' • 0 e Co c,. 0 0 U O IO O • 0 '.1 11: 2 3 
" 
Leave the office to have hair cut 9 shoeshine~ and 
luncheon with Brown 9 Sales Manager of the White 
Office Equipment Company? 000 discussed business 
trendso O O • 0 G () 0 ••Cl••••• 0 it Q •" • • 0 • 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 e O O O. 0 0' 
Return to my officeo o.:ioooooeoooo&••••••••Oeeoeoo•f· 
Instructions to Miss Blue,, Secretary~ about 
vacation plans of three office peopleo = etco 7 
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1:17 
0 O O O O 0 C O o • O O o o o O • • O • o o O O 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 ,; 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • 0 •• 0 i 1: 25 
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TABLE I 
S.AJVIPLE ACTIVITY LOG 
NAME: John Doe POSITION: Administrator 
DATE; January 5 1960 COMPANY~ Petroleum Industry 
7:55 
7: 58 
8:03 
8:07 
8:09 
8:11 
8:15 
8:20 
8:24 
8 0 1;() 
".,) ...... 
Arrived at worko 
Set up tape recorder and explained procedure to 
secretaryo 
Reviewed reading fileo 
Talked to - 0---- about sending enrollment cards for 
the new Life Insurance Plan to District Officeo 
Signed employee time sheets for last weeko 
Signed change of status and requisition papersj 
which were processed Fridayo 
Discussed distribution of enrollment cards for the 
new Life Insurance Program with ------o 
Dictated personal letter to------ Public Health 
Associationo 
Dictated letter for ------~ 0 s signaturej transmit-
ting information with respect to the Company 1 s ben= 
efit plans to a consulting firm which had requested 
copies of sameo 
Discussed with=--= the new form required for pay-
roll authorization in connection with group insur-
ance plans. The old form has to be revised~ because 
of the new Med.ical Insurance Plan to be installed on 
O,:;tober lo 
Going through incoming mail box~ sorting and dis-
tributing some of the materialo 
Instructions to secretary with respect to tabula-
tion of cost data we need for speech making purposes 
in selling the new Group Medical Insurance Plano 
F:.nished discussing with ==~-- some questions he had 
about plans for the meeting tomorrow to indoctrinate 
persons in other departments who will be helping us 
to present the new group insurance plan to employ-
ees next weeko 
8:55 
8:57 
9:05 
9:09 
9:12 
9:14 
9:17 
9:25 
9:28 
9:32 
9'.35 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Filled out deposit slip 9 addressed envelope~ etco, 
for depositing my pay check (by mail)o 
Wrote check to=---- covering parking space for 
month~ handed to secretary to forward to garageo 
Talked to -·--- at =---- Printing Company to give 
him some information about the new insurance cer-
tificate to be printed and to find out how he was 
coming along on employee booklets covering the new 
insurance planu 
Talked to-~--- about -----is operation to see how 
he was getting alongo 
Asked secretary to pick out some appropriate comical 
card today that I can send -----·- o 
Talked tiO ~c---·---- j s secretary to get my name on the 
list to see him regarding plans for presenting the 
new group insurance program in the Production divi-
sions o 
Went through incoming mail box to review mail that 
had just come in ~ all ,junk ~·. threw in waste basket o 
Checked weigh~ of new employee booklet to see if a 
t,housand or fifteen hundred would be too heavy for 
carrying on Company plane next week to the various 
division locations ~" while I was in the file room 
weighing these!! discussed the matter with------, 
who will be wi-:-;h ~----- making the .Marketing Divi-
sions while I am making Production and Exploration 
Offices, 
I got a drinK of wa~er. 
Dropped by .. --·-·-·- · .s office to talk to ------ and 
------ about plans for meeting in the morning and 
also plans for meeTings to be held with employees 
in the Production an~ Exploration Divisions next 
week, 
Asked----- about t:.me Production Department has 
set up for us to discuss with their Division Office 
Managers,- who will be in here at a meeting 'Wednesday; 
the time I am set up to talk to them briefly about 
new insurance programo 
9:40 
9:45 
9: .53 
9:54 
10:20 
10:25 
10:29 
.:.o: 3 3 
10:3.5 
10:3'7 
'. 0' ·2.q 
,._ n ...) ./ 
10:44 
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TABLE I (Continued! 
Discussed with~=-- plans for handling employee in-
surance enrollment cards when they start coming in 
next weeko 
Read College newspaper~ put my feet on the desk and 
relaxedo 
Discussed with----- question of whether or not 
mentally retarded children (treatments)·and physio-
therapy had been covered under our previous plano 
Discussion with---- interrupted by a phone call 
from----- advising that--------------- would see 
me right after luncho 
Discussed further those various questionable cases 
that might arise with -~,,--- o 
Talked to -~----- Company to verify what----- and 
I concluded should be covered under new plano ----= 
Company advised it would be coveredo Alsoj discuss-
ed arrangements for two Company men to be pres-
ent at meetingso 
Finished the discussion with------ alsoj about one 
minute ago o ·=---,------ dropped in and interrupted our 
dis,:·ussion to ask a.bout ordering of a couple of file 
drawers for filing IBM cards we will use in enroll-
ment of employees in this new Medical Insurance Pro= 
gramo (That took about one minute between 10:27and 
l0;28o) 
Got Co,:; a=C o la" 
Talked t.o "' to see if he had completed arrange-
ments f. or- mee·,:;tng .in morning. 
'11alked to ~-~--- o:.o -cell him about arrangements with 
insurance company a.'r-out a man from -chat company to 
ac,:,ompany h:.m T:'.:J · ~-=- ~ next Weeko 
r:r:alked to ~ .. - :_ '.) advise him that arrangements had 
been made with insi.....rance company for a man to be 
present at the------~ Refinery meetings next Tues-
d.ayo 
Talked to =--~·~~ to obtain some background informa-
tion on an employee who had requested information 
abom-: Company 1 s early retirement plano 
10:49 
10~53 
10:54 
11:12 
11 ~ 1..5 
11:44 
11:50 
12:50 
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TABLE l (Continued) 
Answered question of secretary with respect to 
table she is making up covering cost to employees 
of group medical insurance in other companieso 
Telephone call from------- asking for copy of 
personnel statistical tab runs on each of the 
Marketing Divisions under his supervisiono 
Called asked that he see that---- got 
a copy of i:;he tat, :r\1n., 
Si.gned correspondence dictated earlier and handed 
to sec:reta!'."·y" 
Discussion with=------- and------- about sug-
gested claim forms ·~=,=,-=== drafted up o 
Answered =~-- ,,-·-· = 1 s question about salary adminis-
tration policyo 
Completed discussion with=---~- and=------ regard~ 
ing plans for the claim forms to be used in the new 
insurance programo 
Talked to wi.fe to get neighborhood gossip 3 to see 
i.f we had gotten any mail yet= which we had not= 
and to:d h6r I would call her later to check on the 
mailo 
Re,iewer'J. -:~at,le prepared. c·y ~----·- 0 • o it was Ooko and 
gave her instruc-t10n2 r egard.ing distribution of the 
::ab le r 1 hat -cable i.e.al ,: with r.;.o st of' insurance = 
medical -· r: ompany c Jst: and employee cost in 6 other 
c ompan1.e, s)" 
Di'.;-tating letter :_n :-esponse to an employee O s ques= 
tion, De you an~:'.," 1.pate any changes in the early 
re-::;iz'ement program t:hat may make it more enticing 
to emp~0yees? •· 
Interrup~ed ar :.2 5C t·y ----~~ 0 ~ to :::..ook over samples 
of sugges-:ed gif,::s t·j gi•/e to retired employees 
fJ '.)r abou-c 3 mim.rr:,s:? '! followed by a lO=minute bull 
session on various and sundry items not related to 
c. ompany v -· ~--·~- ., lFoft at l ~ 04 c 
CompJ.e·ced dictation to ~= -~----~ of the letter re= 
plying to <:;he question of early retirement benefitso 
1:42 
1:.50 
1: .55 
2 03 
2·, 30 
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TABLE I !Continued) 
This letter is -co be prepared for ·------~s signa-
tureo 
Called home again 9 mail had cameo but it was not 
interesting" 
Read some material--------- and-------- had given 
me to look over pertaining to Accounting and Audit-
ing Departments (the respective functions of those 
two departments!v Returned the material to ------o 
Re,riewecl mi.nutes of.. :he last SaJary Administration 
Commit-cee mee~ing. 
Called 0 ·--~·- 0 "CO see ii" --·-~~--- had been invited to 
atitend the supervisor:s and employeeJs meeting this 
week to discuss the new insurance program~ he ad-
vised that they had been notified~ but he did not 
know if they would handle it in that way or noto 
Talked to --------s Vice President of------- with 
respect; to his plans about presenting the new group 
insurance program 1:o -~--~·· (This was a telephone 
conversation;o 
Wen-J:; to =·~~~-··-·· · s office and told him that ·----- had 
not rec;eived a (;opy of the announcement of the em-
pl0yee mee~ings and supervisor 1 s meetings to beheld 
Thursday and. F-riday, and asked if he would mind 
sending a couple of copies ~o =---- ---. special de-
livery, at this time He said he would" 
Just received a ~all from -----~-- 1 s secretary - on 
my way up to d:.s(1.:..sf, plans for division meetings 
next weeK. 
Between the last ·_:Jmmen-t:: and 'this comment 9 io Bo 'l 
up until 2 05, I had started reviewing a proposed 
publici+;y release fo:=' t;he September~Oc.tober issue 
of -che ~--~- - - - -- - ~=-- = pertaining to our new 
Medical [nsurance Plar.,. t,ut had not t'2.ompleted it 
when I gor; tihe cal.l from -----~---, 
·~·al.King to ~-~---- in h:-:..s o:fice ,, he OoKo Id our plan 
for handling division meetings to discuss the insur-
anc.e program. ~---~-- also suggested that ------
make arrangements in all divisions to try to hold 
meetings in the ,)utlyi.ng areas at dates that would 
coinGide with the safe~y meetings regularly sched-
1J.led to reduce th<';; expense of travel~ taking people 
away from their jots, etc o 
2:55 
3~16 
3~31 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Discussed final plans with---------,------- and 
-------- relative to the indoctrination meeting to 
be held in the morning with approximately 20 super-
visors present who will present the group insurance 
programo Told =---·-= 9 -------- and --------- about 
------=·~0 0 s O o Ko and his opinions with respect to 
the way meetings should be handled in the production 
operations., 
Talked to =·,-------· to arrange private dining room for 
twenty people tomorrow in ------- 0 s nameo 
Called =.,,-=~~q Production Department Training Rep-
resentative u ·He was out~ left word for him to call 
meo 
Took a little time off to kid=-------, ---------'s 
secretary and-~--- about how pretty they looked 
today and about =--~--- 0 s color of hair this weeko 
Told them the story I read in this morning 0 s paper 
in the Today's Chuckle column 9 about the pretty 
little blond who turned to her escort as she was 
unlocking the door to her apartment and said~ 00 Its 
been a wonderful evening 9 dear 9 don°t spoil it by 
asking me to go out againo ~9 
·~····=--=== b:rought in draft of the letter I dictated 
wit;h respect to the employee 0 s question about early 
retiremento I marked up the draft and returned it 
to her for :retyping -~ did not like some of my lan-
guage in ::.to 
-,--,-·-~=·0 - came in and discussed a personnel problem 
hs had ,:had not only to do with a personnel problem~ 
but; also wi 'ch the Se,la:r.y Adm:.nistration policies) o 
Talked it over w11:h h.1.m and answered his question 
about the Salary Adm1.nistration po1icy 9 also talked 
with him briefly a.tout 'the ki,;k=off for the new in-
surance policy, 
=-=~-~~ brought in exempt employees monthly report 
of absenc,es she had completed for me to sign for my 
own ,job~ signed it, and handed it back to hero Also 1 
during this past _5-m.1.nute period, I passed on to 
=~=-~~=- a tabulation that he would need in connec-
t.ion with his presen,:;ation of the new insurance pro-
gramo (This tabulation,1 we just got back from the 
d ~· . " ' repro ucT1on sec~1on;0 
i.i ; 1.5 
Li-: 20 
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TABLE ·: ; Continued) 
Called -----s ------'.s secretary 9 to give him the 
passenger list for Company plane we reserved for 
the Tuesday after Labor Day to make the trip to 
the Production Divisions for presenting the insur-
ance program.o 
Worked some more on this proposed news release----
had sent down from the Public Relations Departmento 
At 3~46" I was '!..nterrupted by ~------- 9 he had some 
more questlons about the plans for insurance pres-
entation" We talked that over until 3:560 
CE'elephone conven3s.tion with ->---~- relative to 
meeting of Product~ on Di vi si.on Office Managers 
day after tomorrow ts tell him about arrangements 
=-~- --- had made for him c;c--·-·-·~~) to talk to the 
group for 30 mirnJt::es :Jr an hour about some matters 
he wanted to bring up,., following which I will talk 
to them about new insurance programo I told him 
also that----= would go into a rather long meeting 
to sort of indoctrinate the new Division Office 
Managers who have heretofore not been exposed to 
the detai.la of ,job evaluation or salary administra-
tiono -------= will indoctrinate them in methods 
and pr,)-::edures to help smooth out some problems we 
ran tnto ·under ·this ie:-ent:ralization program that 
wa.s n1}.t >i.nto eff ec ,: ::..n the Produc-cion Department in 
JuJ_y ,, 
Ret:urned -:;o my :·e-.·-::. s:,; 'which was started earlier) 
of the draft of th~ news release------ had sent 
down. Fin~shed my worK on 1~~ wrote a note to----
giving him my commerits, and transmitted the sug= 
gested release to him for his Oc Ko before return-
J...ng i.t :_o Pntl:. · Re~a~,ions Department,o 
Call from Pr01u~~ion Departmenti to discuss 
plans for mee~i~gs n0xt week. 
-·-- ~ ~~-- b!"'ough-c :n the final polished letter I had 
written :...n connec':·lOil with ee.rly r-etirement" I re-
viewed the leT~er and :aid~~ on the Boss 1 desk for 
his signature. 
--------~ brought in :::.hange of stai.ius forms and req-
utsi tions that had come in the mail today 9 which 
she had processed and stamped" I signed the forms 
and passed them on to-= -- - for distributiono 
Shot the bull with people who were leaving to go 
home 9 bid everybody good=bye~ straightened up my 
desko 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Saw =-·==~- a He had been tied up all day long on 
some other matterso I briefed him on the events 
of the day and status of plans for presenting the 
insurance program9 etco 
Locked up 9 shut down~ went homeo 
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TABLE II 
SAMPLE CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 
ECUTIVEg J,:i'.:m. De;"' 
SITION g Administrator 
DUS'rRY ~ Petroleum DATE~ J anuary.1 1960 
·} ~ .~:;,g 3 l PC 
.-. 2 ~()_'j 5 J:,', RWM 
- 8 4 ... 0 ,, PC 
' 8 ~09 2 .4 OWM 
:. ;;3 ' 'l ., 2 , ,, -.L~,.,, OWM 
i-. ;,_ ::i.5 4 ,,, 
-
2 PC 
-,.; b ~ 2r_, 5 1-, OWM 
g 8 . 2'.4 4 OWM 
- 3 •. JO J J -, PC 
(1 8 ~4u 10 RWM 
i..~ 8 48 8 J,, PC 
:2 8 0 52. 4 ::i PC 
j '< 3 ·- J 
-~ ; PER 
l4 >3 ·)(. 1 9. OWM 
15 8 5' 1 :3. l PC 
:. 9 •:1" 4 4 .. ,.. ~ :3 . 4 TC 
·? ~(>? 4 a 5 PC 
~i3 9 i .l.,~ J a. l PC 
1. 
,~ 
,.l. 
?7 
28 
,) : 
:, ) 
...... _ 
2 
9 :11+ 
9 :17 
9:28 
10?.28 
, -~ o·"i'.l 
..:.. .... , ,, -::'»? 
10:SJ 
TABLE lI (Continued) 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 a 
a 
8 a 
J 
a 
a 
5 a 
5 a 
a 
.L a 
5 a 
2 a 
l. a 
4 
2 
2 
5 
5 
4 
a 
,, 
J., a 
11 
6 
.3,7 
8 
9 
10 
6 
10 
i.1 
10 
lO 
:u 
1.4 
1 
15 
16 
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12 
PC 
RWM 
MT 
PER 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PER 
PC 
TC 
PC 
TC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
TC 
PC 
OWM 
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'fABLE II ( Continued) 
2 3 .4 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 12 
11~12 17 a 2.,11 PC 
} ll~l5 3 a 17 TC 
11 ~41+ 29 a 2.,ll PC 
11~50 ,· 18 TC b C 
7 1204 'ID :' 
~ 12i40 6 a l PC 
::; 12i50 10 a OWM 
) :,2. ~ 53 3 a 7 PC 
.. 1~04 il 7 PC J.. a 
2 li31 27 a 1 OWM 
3 l.~36 ,., a rn TC ? 
4 1::1...2 6 a RWM 
5 1~46 4 a RWM 
6 1~50 4 a 7 TC 
'1 1.~.5.5 C: a 19 TC r ,) 
8 1~58 ".'i a 7 PC ~' 
9 .2 i ·j3 :,..,' a OWM 
·<) 2~30 27 a 20 PC 
.2~38 8 a 12,13, 
14 PC 
:_'.( 2:l,.2 4 a 5 PC 
)_j 2~4.5 j a 21 TC 
Si+ ? 0,. -- "')) 10 a 1,5 PC 
S5 3 :16 21 a OWM 
S6 301 ., c:: .1.,, a 12 PC 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 12 
3 g35 4 a 1 PC 
.3g4Q 5 a 22 TC 
.3 ~46 6 a OWM. 
3~56 10 a 1 PC 
L 4gQ5 9 a 12 TC 
2 4~15 5 5 a OWM 
3 4~20 ,., a 21 TC ) 
4- 4~24 ' a RWM If 
5 4~25 1 a MT 
$ 4:28 3 a OWM 
7 .4~32 4 a 
8 1+~45 5 8 a 23 PC 
TAL 4}36 53 4 210 93 70 56 0 3 27 
AS A% 11 1 4.3 19 14 12 0 TOTAL l 0 
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TABLE III 
SAMPLE LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS 
NAME~ John Doe 
DATE~ January 2, 1960 
CODE(l) 
a 
b 
C 
POSITION~ Administrator 
COMPANY~ Petroleum Industry 
ORGANIZATION 
Employer 
County Public Health Agency 
Family 
(l)To conform to Column lOj Table IIo 
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TABLE IV 
SAMPLE LIST OF UNIT ORGANIZATIONS 
NAI'1E: John Doe POSITION: Administrator 
DATE: January, 1960 COMPANY: Petroleum Industry 
Code1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Unit Organization 2 
Secretary - Subordinate 
Supervisorj Employee Benefits - Subor-
dinate 
Field Personnel Representative - Not 
Subordinate 
Printing Contractor 
Secretaryj Public Relations - Not Sub-
ordinate 
Secretary~ Not Subordinate 
Supervisor 9 Personnel Training - Not 
Subordinate 
Supervisor~ Wages and Salary - Subor-
dinate 
Associate - Not Subordinate 
Group Insurance Claims Clerk - Subordi-
nate 
Insurance Company Representative 
Supervisor 9 Personnel Records - Not 
Subordinate 
Labor Relations Advisor= Not Subordi-
nate 
(l)As in Table II 9 Column llo 
( 2 )Employer 0 s organization unless otherwise desig-
nated by code letter of Table III~ immediately following 
the unit organizationo 
Code 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Unit Organization 
Refinery Personnel Coordinator - Not 
Subordinate 
General Manager, Retail Sales - Not 
Subordinate 
Subordinate 
Controller= Not Subordinate 
Wife (C) 
Vice Presidentj Affiliate Company -
Not Subordinate 
Associate - Not Subordinate 
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21 Training Representative, Production De-
~~~~~~~-:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: __ -M_-_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_·:_:_er_:_:_:_r __________ ~ 
1 
entifioa= 
tion of 
xe:;uti ve 
• 1 
)o J 
o. 4 
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TABLE V 
SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULEs(l) 
2 3 4 S 6 '7 B 
% of '.time in Act:i~ ty 
R I A P O NR NA 
11 1 43 19 l4 12 
2.2 2 .28 3 :32 1..3 0 
8 23 2.3 1.5 ,.... i 0 
11 2.3 9 53 1 2 1 
12 O 2'3 z:) l"i :i.9 l 
14 17 15 12 0 39 4 
.26 8 ? ? 9 ;;J 9 
12 4 9 4 9402: 
Z1 B 22 12 14 15 2 
29 O 'j_.'7 3J 9 8 t+ 
19 2 a, 29 1? 1 0 
30 u 1.6 11 J..'! c 20 
l? 0 23 l? 27 . .:. 15 
4B O ?11 6 '324 
28 1.5 15 24 4 8 6 
17 19 0 '7 57 O O 
54 lCJ 
33 
;; 
j 
1 t u. 
2 30 17 
8 
12 O 38 O ;·) J 0 
9 10 11 12 
Time Number 
Number of in of 
Org. U. Org. Mins. Activities 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
5 
l 
3 
2 
2 
1 
l 
4 
2 
4 
4 
l 
1 
27 
16 
1.2 
11 
17 
18 
16 
17 
11 
l4 
17 
9 
18 
13 
14 
8 
22 
16 
18 
7 
C: 
,) 
486 
535 
223 
492 
462 
486 
435 
536 
615 
585 
575 
400 
495 
430 
566 
5.38 
185 
580 
517 
417 
295 
ll+l 
79 
23 
22 
34 
25 
38 
38 
33 
25 
17 
21 
33 
21+ 
33 
33 
25 
12 
43 
2f) 
20 
12 
10 
(:1) I<"c::." expl.anatian of thie Ta.ble.9 see page 72. 
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TABLE V ( Continued) 
, 2 3 ~, 5 6 r-, 8 9 10 11 12 ..,_ ( 
R I A p 0 NR NA Org. u. Org. 
7 24 0 20 16 21 14 5 2. 18 435 53 
13 0 18 21 2.7 '7 '1'. .LJ+ 2 19 527 33 
9 2 17 21 18 21 11 1 13 310 24 
3 .2 6 L,i:: ,,/ 10 .31 -:. 3 17 495 45 ,,/ 
.3? 0 21 .J...:L 19 6 6 3 18 412 30 
8 2.0 0 12 33 12 23 0 ·, 17 530 33 .... 
-i "J 0 17 1.4 2'' "'''I 13 1 19 559 40 ..LJ... "! .-4. f 
15 0 7 9 21 26 22 1 12 525 29 
27 0 lO 28 1.5 19 0 1 12 455 32 
l,i3 0 2·· "'' 'j .~\) .., 1 11 505 33 ') ;, ,).J... ,J,, 
9 Z) 0 2::.: 1.2 ·'.";, il 0 1 11+ 580 33 
·" 
,,,t+ 
19 ~ 24 ·.o:i~ 21+ l 9 l 13 570 31 ,, ..:....r; 
26 3 lD 21 28 10 2 l 19 535 36 
10 2.2 0 7 ., ~ l.5 8 4 2 10 503 19 • .J..t+ 
.30 0 .24 ;[ 2.2 2. 0 ' 14 495 25 .~ '"I· ,4 
l1 0 l6 4~ 12 1: 0 2 12 487 22 
L. •' - 0 7 213 9 6 l.9 2 20 517 32 • ).-
28 6 2. ~.') ..... ·' 19 2 15 535 '29 :--: .. ... .:., ..J,..,.;. ~1 
21 6 .., ,-, 42 17 0 3 16 457 28 '"t .J •. ;.,.) 
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TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF MACRCANALYTIC CONCEF['S 
-----·-----·--
l 
Identifica.ti.o 
of Executive 
No o 3 
r\: ,·-. 
.!.1 ·, .. • () 
No. C 
l 
n 
-·--~-· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I j 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
··--······---,------- - -----·--··- . ---·----·---------
2 ·.3 '+ 5 6 7 
R I A 
TAR MCR Ratios l"ICP 2011~8 602 55 5.8 
23o3 5' 42 4 54 14.5 . c.. 
l1 r I ., ? 100.J.. S5 I LJA . 7 I '+'- 11.2 : 
.. t.L~- u .5 lt-j 26 53 21 14 0 3 
l8o5 4-.l 29 0 71 I 18.7 
1208 46 30 3? 33 9.5 
11.4 4-1 63 20 l'? 708 
l6o2 25 48 16 36 7o5 
2406 5? 47 14 39 I l9o4 
)..j.. 4-6 63 0 I 37 2006 
r,ri 4 CI ., . 45 42 I 4 54 14.4 
I _._2_ ,, J. lL6 6c;, 0 35 10.0 ./ j j 
20"6 40 I 4- 7; ! 0 57 1606 ./ : 
' 
I I 
I 
l ~ 0 () 55 87 0 -, ;;:; 15o7 I .l._.1 
i 
' 
.L'7o2 52 j lj_r'I 1-4 46 15 0 3 . \~) 11. 
2 t G 5 '58 48 ]26 26 I 18.0 I l i I I 15 a4 36 47 !S3 0 9.6 ,-
Ii I j :Z r· 48 29 123 48 llo5 . .J.. j O.) 
1708 69(x) 70CxJ,10Cx) 20Cx\ 2008 l f 20c8 73Cx) 74CxJr14Cx) 12Cx) 15.2 I ) 
i 
~~~--~~-+-~-24_._,_6_......~5_1~-~~6-5~_..__o -~~1_3_5~1 __ 25.2 
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TABLE VI (Continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Identification R I A 
of Executive TAR MCR tatios MCP 
14ol 50 24 0 76 8.7 
Noo 7 802 44 55 0 45 8.4 
l6o0 31 42 0 58 12.5 
12o9 28 32 7 61 6.8 
lloO 11 Cx) 27Cx) 118 (x) 55Cx) 4.6 
13.7 58 64 0 36 15.0 
No. 8 16.0 32 62 0 38 10.0 
14.0 28 39 0 61 7°9 
18ol 22 68 0 32 19.7 
14o2 I 37 73 0 27 14.0 
15.3 23 78 0 22 13.0 
Noo 9 17.6 43 46 0 54 12.5 
I 
18.4 48 40 10 50 llo4 
14.9 39 66 8 26 9.5 
Noo 10 26o5 29 76 0 24 13.3 
19.8 54 56 lo 44 l4o7 
I 
22.1 35 54 lQ 46 14.1 
lo No. 11 16.2 38 82 18 11.6 
I 
l8o4 38 74 il.6 10 14.6 
16o3 31 68 i19 13 9.4 
(x)Omitted from subsequent analysis because varia-
tions are due to assignable causeso 
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